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THE 1ST WAVE –  
THE ARCHANGELIC CHILDREN 
              
 1. The Crystal Children 
 2.  The Dolphin Children 
 3.  The Rainbow Children 
 4.  The Alcyone Children 
 5.  The Golden Children 
 6.  The Lunar Children 
 7.  The Diamond Children 
 8.  The Emerald Children 
 9.  The Pearl Children 
 10. The Pink Children 
 11. The Magenta Children 
 
  
THE 2ND WAVE –  
THE ARCHANGELIC CHILDREN 
 
 12. The Violet Children 
 13. The Indigo Children 
 14. The Solar Children 
 15. The Ruby Children 
 16. The Magnolia Children 
 17. The Maldek Children 
 18. The Platinum Children 
 19. The Inner Earth Children 
 20. The Crimson Children 
 21. The Jade Children 
 22. The Opalescent Children 
 
 
THE 3RD WAVE – 
THE PSYCHIC CHILDREN 
  
 23. The Rainbow Crystal Children 
 24. The Faerie Children 
 25. The Emerald Crystal Children 
 26. The Ama’nu (Golden Emerald Crystal) 
Children 
 27. The Aquari (Aquamarine& Silver) 
Children 
 28. The Solos (Silver & Platinum) Children 
 29. The Kumi (Blue & Golden) Children 
 30. The Dolphi (Pink& Emerald Crystal) 
Children 
 31. The Rainbow Serpent Children 
 32. The Pan Children 
 33. The Pegasus Children 
 
  
THE 4TH WAVE –  
THE STELLAR CHILDREN 
  
 34. The Golden Whale Children 
 35. The Unicorn Children 
 36. The Blue Crystal Children 
 37. The Lotus Children 
 38. The Voidal Children 

 39. The Silon Children 
 40. The Obsidian Children 
 41. The Blue Rose Children 
 42. The White Crystal Children 
 43. The Pink Crystal Children 
 44. The Silver Children 
 
  
THE 5TH WAVE –  
THE CHRIST CHILDREN OF LIGHT 
  
 45. The Christ Light Children 
 46. The Arcturian Children 
 47. The Elf Children 
 48. The Lakura Children 
 49. The Vermillion Children 
 50. The Sapphire Children 
 51. The Lama (Emerald & Green) Children 
 52. The Topaz Children 
 53. The Blue Children 
 54. The Amber Children 
 55. The Golden Celestial Children 
 
  
THE 6TH WAVE –  
THE CHRIST CHILDREN OF GRACE 
  
 56. The Pink Rose Children 
 57. The Aquamarine Children 
 58. The Pleiadian Children 
 59. The Golden Rose Children 
 60. The Opal Children 
 61. The Venusian Children 
 62. The Andromedan Children 
 63. The Sirian Children 
 64. The Amethyst Children 
 65. The Lemurian Children 
 66. The Rakuna Children 
 
  
THE 7TH WAVE –  
THE CHRIST CHILDREN OF ONENESS 
  
 67. The Chiron Children 
 68. The Golden Crystal Children 
 69. The Peach Children 
 70. The Magenta Crystal Children 
 71. The Blue Celestial Children 
 72. The White Rose Children 
 73. The Alpha Centauri Children 
 74. The Hathor Children 
 75. The White Lily Children 
 76. The Lyran Children 
 77. The Orion Children 
 
 
There are approximately 200 other pods 
of new children that make up the 
remaining 2% of the children on Earth at 
this time. 
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The First Wave of The New Children 
 
Qala Sri’ama Phoenix 
 
Blessings from the One Heart… 
 
I bless each of you and offer this divine understanding of the new  children of Earth 
as a gift from my heart to yours. May it assist you  to acknowledge the love that is 
held within your heart and the amazing  gifts these new souls bring to Earth. May 
each of you who have children  or grandchildren receive from God directly, the true 
nature of each  child that you have been gifted, and be open to receiving an 
understanding  of their needs so you may support them to ground their energy, and  
be received with love by every being on Earth, for the gift they are.  May each of 
these children live in safety, with a blanket of love and  support, and may each be 
honoured and respected as our future guardians  and as those who are here to 
create the New Earth. 
 
In this article I offer a description of eleven of the pods (soul  families) of these new 
souls and their gifts and needs. The pod is  like a group energy body for souls to 
travel to Earth in and be held  in during their incarnations here. These first eleven 
pods are energetically  connected to 11 archangelic color rays. I offer the following 
eleven  rays to assist you, and as you read about each pod of the new children,  a 
chalice of these rays will be poured forth through you. Beloved ones,  know that each 
of these rays anchors one of these groups of new children  and that one of your own 
children, or a child you know, may be connected  to one of these pods. The New 
Children are all beings under the age  of 22 years of age. Some of these children are 
the psychic or indigo  children. Within this article I share with you about children 
with  unique qualities and gifts. 
 
Beloveds, presently there are 77 pods of new children who have birthed  or are 
presently being birthed. These soul pods began their birthing  process after the 
harmonic convergence when a doorway was opened to  allow mass birthings of new 
souls to take place. New souls are souls  who have not been on Earth previously or 
those who have only been on  the sacred planet for very short times previously. The 
following information  relates to the first eleven pods of new souls within the 77 
streams  of new souls that are birthing on Earth or have birthed in the last  22 years. 
 
•  The first I wish to describe to you is the White Archangelic Ray  that births the 

Crystal Children. This chalice begins to pour forth  through you, and purifies and 
opens you to the pure white light of  the Godhead that lives within you. Breathe as 
you receive this ray,  supporting you to open to your God Presence more deeply. 
Breathe  as the Angels and Archangels pour this through your being, and intend  
with your breath to fill yourself fully. As you overflow with this,  send this out to all 
the Crystal Children on Earth and those birthing  to Earth. The Crystal Children 
come to Earth to connect all beings  to the Godhead directly and to purify, birth, 
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renew and regenerate  the Earth. These ones come from far away realms beyond 
the stars  that you see in the heavens above you. These ones come from realms  
of geometry, and it is geometry that is a doorway for each of them  to truly meet 
themselves. Each one of these Crystal Children holds  the power within them to 
realign all to its original sacred geometry  or divine blueprint. These ones at times, 
can be emotionally imbalanced  when their environment is not holding the 
vibration of sacred space  around them. These ones truly need sacred space to be 
on the Earth.  They are telepaths and communicators through the inner planes and  
through their feeling body, and without sacred space they tend to  take on the 
emotions and thoughts of all the beings around them.  This creates their soul to 
wish to not fully be on the Earth. The  White Archangelic Ray is the ray that assists 
them and also assists  you to hold the connection to the Godhead within. Breathe 
deeply  now and receive this and fill yourself, and then send this to all  the Crystal 
Children on the Earth and to those coming to Earth. This  will create a connection 
between you and them and also assist them  to open to who they are on the 
Earth. 

 
•  The second ray I wish to share about is the Aquamarine Archangelic  Ray, which 

births the Dolphin Children. This ray supports all beings  to co-create an 
atmosphere and group consciousness of the highest  potential for all beings. This 
ray supports all beings to reconnect  to their soul family and to place their energy 
in group projects  and co-creations. This ray also supports the higher mind and 
telepathy  to awaken within a being. Breathe as you receive this ray, supporting  
you to open to your soul family and group creation in a sacred way.  Breathe as 
the Angels and Archangels pour this through your being,  and intend with your 
breath to fill yourself fully. As you overflow  with this, send this out to all the 
Dolphin Children on Earth and  those birthing to Earth. These children hold the 
energy of new organisation  through play, fun and group connection. They hold 
the ability to  assist all to open to new forms of organization and management of  
energies that are light and joyful and flow with ease and grace.  These ones do not 
naturally place their energy into anything that  does not flow with ease and grace, 
for this is their natural way. If they are placed in an environment and taught to 
struggle, these  children rebel and often find new places to go to, away from the  
struggling energies. It is not in their true nature to struggle or  to attune to 
struggle in any form. These children need environments  without struggle and 
battle, and if their environment is filled with  struggle and battle, they tend to 
isolate themselves and disconnect  from all others in their environment. This ray 
will support them  to align and heal any disconnection from their own natural flow 
of energy, and it will support all other souls to also align to the  path of grace and 
ease in life. They hold the gift of surrender for  all of humanity. 

 
•  The third ray I wish to share about is the Rainbow Archangelic  Ray, which births 

the Rainbow Children. The Rainbow Ray of the Archangels  supports all beings 
on Earth to open their consciousness to the divine  within and the power that one 
holds within as a God Presence being,  or a divine being on Earth. Breathe as you 
receive this ray, supporting  you to open to your power and divinity in a sacred 
way. Each of the  Rainbow Children have wonderful gifts to be able to embrace all 
beings  as one and to see all beings through God’s eyes. These children  have the 
role to assist all others to also see themselves as a divine  aspect of All That Is, 
and to see themselves through God’s  eyes. As you receive this through a chalice 
pouring forth through  you, support your soul to see yourself as divine and receive 
this  divine elixir. Breathe and fill yourself with this until it overflows,  and then 
send it out to all the Rainbow Children on Earth, and to  those that are birthing 
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presently. This will support them to feel  supported by those on Earth. These 
children have not embodied through  the Earth body previously, and need great 
assistance to learn how  to be in a physical body. It is important that they are 
recognised and given the support that they need, for without physical support  in 
their lives, they shut down to their gifts and who they are, and  stop seeing 
through God’s eyes. In these circumstances, they  tend to see through their 
parents’ eyes or through the eyes  of the closest person to them, and they lose 
connection to their  true nature if this occurs. This ray has the power to realign 
them,  and may just be asked for as a divine elixir. 

 
•   The fourth ray I wish to share about is the Peach Archangelic  Ray, which births 

the Alcyone Children. This ray assists all beings  to meet God’s truth that is held 
within them, and to align  to the truth of their God Presence. The Alcyone Children 
come through  the portal of Alcyone of the Pleiades, birthing through this ray  to 
arrive on Earth. Breathe as you receive this ray, supporting you  to open to your 
divine truth in a sacred way. Breathe as the Angels  and Archangels pour this 
through your being, and intend with your breath to fill yourself fully. As you 
overflow with this, send this  out to all the Alcyone Children on Earth and those 
birthing to Earth.  These children are divine record keepers that have a wonderful 
ability  to know truth about others on a soul level, and to know what is the  
highest potential for that being. These ones often carry great wisdom  and appear 
to have simple answers for adults in relationship to knowing  God’s truth about a 
being, or about parts of a being’s  life. This ray also assists the children to live 
their truth, for  if their environment does not support them and recognise them (if 
they are unrecognised), they tend to withdraw within themselves and  feel great 
aloneness and then they are unable to share their gifts.  This ray brings these 
souls back into alignment powerfully. These  children need their environment to 
hold truth, and for all beings  they connect to, to be honest and speak their truth 
around them,  and if this does not occur, these children will withdraw into 
themselves. 

 
•  The fifth ray I wish to share about is the Golden Archangelic Ray,  which births the 

Golden Children. This ray activates the Christ consciousness  in all. These 
children come from realms beyond all the suns, including  the Great Central Sun, 
and birth through all the suns to Earth. These  children are the keepers of Christ 
consciousness and have a natural  ability to emanate Christ consciousness and the 
three qualities of  the Christ, which are unconditional love, forgiveness and 
transmutation.  This ray brings these qualities and activates the Christ 
consciousness  within all beings. As you breathe now, you will receive a pouring  
forth of this elixir and ray to allow the Christ consciousness within  you to open 
more deeply. As you do this, fill yourself through every  chakra and body and send 
out this elixir to all the Golden Children  on the Earth, and those coming to the 
Earth. These ones sometimes have difficulty when their environment does not 
support them to be  who they are. When these children are in environments 
holding old  energies such as clutter or very old items in the home (pertaining  to 
old memories), and the beings sharing the home have difficulty  letting go of the 
old … they experience the need to break down  the environment and often will 
create breakages and other changes  to force the change. Otherwise, they will 
tend to shut down and withdraw  and go into another world and not live in the 
world, and disconnect  from their parents. This ray can assist this realignment and 
if the  ray is brought through the house, it can create a new fresh energy. It is 
very important for these children to have no clutter around  them, just as it is very 
important for all adults to hold their Christ  consciousness, to have no clutter 
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around them also. 
 
•  The sixth ray I wish to share about is the Silver Archangelic Ray,  which births the 

Lunar Children. This ray supports all beings to  be open to the divine journey 
through the unknown. As you breathe  now, the archangels bring forth to you this 
ray in a golden chalice  filled with silver essence and begin now to fill you with 
this. Breathe  to receive this and allow it to overflow through you, allowing you  to 
open to the unknown through the open heart. Breathe and fill thyself  now and 
then send this out to all the Lunar Children on Earth and  those coming to Earth. 
These ones who are on Earth and are returning  to Earth, come to support all 
beings to open to the unknown and the  divine mystery of life. These ones have 
great faith and carry their  energy easily with no plan through their mind. These 
ones are very  guided through an active intelligence that is one with their intuitive  
mind. These ones are often very creative, and without a creative  flow in their life 
or a creative environment, they have no direction  for their energy and tend to feel 
incredibly frustrated and sometimes  angry over little things in life. It is very 
important for them to  have a creative environment that enables them to work 
with no plan  and just with free flow. If this is not present, this soul tends  to have 
too much internal fire and nowhere to direct it, so they ‘explode’ emotionally  and 
mentally rather than express themselves creatively. The Silver  Archangelic Ray 
can support them to birth more easily and anchor them through a creative 
environment. 

 
•  The seventh ray I wish to share about is the Diamond Archangelic  Ray, which 

births the Diamond Children. This ray assists all beings  to open themselves to 
the One Heart through a clear connection to  the Divine Father’s energy. This ray 
assists all souls to open  themselves to the divine masculine and to all men. These 
children  are here for the men, and to support all souls to be able to embrace  the 
men on Earth and the male energy within all. Each one of them  holds the truth of 
the masculine within and their own divine masculine is already, on many levels, 
aligned as one with their Godhead. These  divine children bring playful energies to 
the male and bring a new  male energy to Earth – one of clarity, organisation and 
playfulness.  Breathe as you now receive this divine elixir, as a chalice of this  
elixir is poured forth through you allowing your own male energies  to align more 
deeply to the Godhead within you. As you breathe, intend  to fill yourself 
completely with this, rejuvenating your male energy.  Many beings come to 
support you as you fill and begin to send out  this elixir to all the Diamond 
Children on the Earth and all those ones coming through to birth. As they receive 
this, they feel supported  to be who they are on the Earth. These children need to 
have an environment  that allows them to express the Divine Father’s energy and  
be supported by their parents and environment in a way to nurture  this inner 
wisdom. 

 
•  The eighth ray I wish to share about is the Emerald Archangelic  Ray, which births 

the Emerald Children. This ray supports all souls  to embrace and receive the 
Divine Mother’s energy more fully.  This ray co-creates one’s heavenly self to 
anchor more deeply  through one’s Earth body. This ray supports the openness to  
new birthings and the completion of old cycles in one’s life.  Breathe as you 
receive this, filling your being deeply as the Archangels  and Angels bring chalices 
of this elixir to you. Breathe and receive this and let it flow through you, allowing 
the alchemical alignment  to assist you to complete all old cycles and open to the 
new. The  Emerald Children also support you and all other beings on the Earth  to 
enter new cycles and complete old cycles. They hold the love within  them 
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naturally to allow others to be themselves and to recognise  the cycles of life. 
These ones are ancient wisdom keepers of the  cycles of life, and if their 
environment is not supported to cyclically  change with the seasons and through 
their own age cycles, they tend  to move out of their own cycle. It is important for 
these ones to  receive an environment that is changing with their own age and 
with  the seasons, for without this, they tend to experience a little craziness.  It is 
like a whirlwind that comes through their being and they lose  their ability to be 
able to communicate fully, and they tend to do  little crazy things that make no 
sense. It is a part of them trying  to balance the energies and get the cycles 
moving again. Send your  love and this ray to them by letting it overflow through 
you, and  pour it forth out to them wherever they are in the world, and out  to the 
portals that birth these ones coming through to Earth. 

 
•  The ninth ray I wish to share about is the Pearlescent Archangelic  Ray, which 

births the Pearl Children. This ray brings the softness,  innocence and pure heart 
to open a being. This ray is filled with  Angelic whispers and soft nurturing 
touches. This ray assists all  beings that are ultra sensitive to feel nurtured. 
Breathe as you  receive this through your being and intend to fill yourself as the  
elixir pours forth to you now, and allow the most sensitive parts  of yourself to be 
nurtured now. Breathe in and receive now a filling  of this elixir through your 
being. As you fill yourself, allow it  to expand out and send this intentionally to the 
Pearl Children on  Earth and those who are coming through to Earth. These 
children are  ultra sensitive and are deeply affected by the psychic plane of Earth.  
Their role is to bring the love and the safety to the psychic plane  of the Earth. 
They are telepaths and have extraordinary abilities  of connection to others on the 
Earth. Their environment needs to  be very safe and without this safety, they 
experience disconnection  to the love and when this occurs, they hear all the 
thoughts of all  the beings on the Earth. This tends to make them unable to focus  
and be still, and it creates hyperactivity. If they are not in a  safe place, they will 
often leave their body a little as it is too  difficult to be in the body fully. This ray 
will bring them into  their body and assist them to purify the thoughts and to open 
their  heart connection again. This can only occur if they are in a safe environment 
where safety is a priority. These ones as children, often  assist souls having 
difficulty in the psychic plane of Earth and  are like guides to them. This ray will 
assist them deeply to be who they  are, and may be called for at any time to assist 
them. 

 
•  The tenth ray I wish to share about is the Pink Archangelic Ray,  which births the 

Pink Children. This ray supports all beings to experience  self-love as well as 
unconditional love for others, and births the  love cocoon around a soul’s 
embodiment. If this love cocoon  is broken in any way through their birthing 
experience, or through  trauma through their childhood, by working with this ray 
you may  heal this cocoon. If this cocoon is not whole, it is virtually almost 
impossible for a soul to experience self-love and unconditional love 
simultaneously. The Pink Children have a very strong love cocoon  and are born 
with this, and it is very difficult to break this. If  they are unsupported through 
their environment and do not receive  what they need, these children tend to be 
very smothering of others  and very protective of those around them, and the 
natural flow of  unconditional love becomes protective love. If these children grow  
and do not receive an environment that is loving and supportive,  they tend to 
focus on what the problems are around them, and put  all their energy into 
protecting these energies from any disturbances. They naturally flow with love 
towards all, and without this flow  around them, they overcompensate and 
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smother all. As you breathe  in now, the archangels bring forth to you this ray to 
fill you and  overflow through you. Breathe in deeply and receive this, and let  it 
fill you and rebuild and restrengthen your love cocoon. After  filling thyself, send 
this ray out to all the Pink Children on Earth  and all those coming to birth. As you 
do this, you will connect to  them and you will be welcoming and recognising 
them. 

 
•  The eleventh ray I wish to share about is the Magenta Archangelic  Ray, which 

births the Magenta Children. This ray aligns and activates  the spiritual focus and 
discipline of all beings. All souls birthed  on this path walk strongly on the spiritual 
path and are often spiritual  guides for others. This ray supports all beings to open 
their spirituality  and their uniqueness with this, and to formalise their own path 
with  God and empower this. Breathe as you receive this elixir to assist  your own 
connection to your spiritual path, focus and discipline  in life and your spiritual 
freedom and uniqueness. As this is poured forth to you and begins to overflow 
through you, open yourself completely  to the power that is held within you and 
breathe this through you,  allowing yourself to relax with your spirituality that is 
unique  to you. Fill thyself and send it out to all the Magenta Children  on Earth 
and those coming through. These children hold spiritual  teachings and new 
inspirations to assist others to experience their  spiritual freedom on Earth. These 
ones tend to need a focused environment  and one with clear guidance. If this is 
not received, they tend to  feel the need to guide others around them to assist the 
balance of energies. These children will often guide their parents and if they  are 
not listened to, they will appear controlling through their temperament,  for their 
emotions will be out of balance if they do not live in  an environment where there 
is clear guidance. This ray will align  them to their heart and also assist others to 
guide themselves clearly  and to receive direct contact through guidance from God 
within. 

 
Each of these families has two common elements. 
 
•  The first is related to their ability to attune to humanity and  humanity’s soul. In 

other words, all of these children from  the eleven families have the ability to 
directly connect to the soul  in any other human, and to sense how that soul is and 
to communicate  with that soul telepathically. Due to this, these children find it  
very difficult to leave other children or people alone when they are having 
difficulty. They sense and feel when another soul is suffering  and this affects 
them. They have difficulty in switching off from  the souls around them if these 
souls are not being supported by any  other being, so if one of these children is in 
an environment with  beings that never receive any support, they will create 
themselves  to be the support system for that being. Therefore, these children  
also need to have the support around them, offered by others, in  order to 
recognise this gift so they do not become overburdened in  trying to help souls in 
distress who have no support. These ones  will develop relationships with souls in 
distress in their own family  or in their school situation, and any distressed souls 
that are in  the environment where they travel to regularly will also be supported  
by them. These children are highly sensitive and are psychic in nature,  yet they 
are not the Psychic Children that many describe on the Earth.  They sense through 
their feeling body more than through a direct  contact through the psychic plane, 
which the Psychic Children hold. 

 
•  The second element that is common to all these families is their  ability to be 

hopeful and positive naturally. This is a soul quality  that they hold and although 
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this is expressed uniquely by each of  them, there is a bounciness in their natural 
soul vibration. This  is a ‘spring to life’ again expression and is offered  by them 
during times of stress and tension in their environment. They each tend to not 
want to be involved in the stress and tension,  and instead naturally divert the 
energies through a bounciness and  a spring to life. This is their way of trying to 
communicate with  other souls to not involve themselves in stress and tension but 
to  naturally guide themselves positively, which brings the spring of  life back into 
a soul. If these ones are in an environment of negative  soul expression, where a 
soul is patterned with deep amounts of negativity,  each of these children will 
naturally try to assist them by supporting  them, but will find it difficult due to the 
negative expression. Naturally, these children communicate openly but if they are 
not  listened to and there is a deep negative energy around them, they  will avoid 
this. If at first they are unable to be received on a  communication level, they will 
usually shy away from this being as  they do not wish to receive the negative 
energy through their being.  This creates them to not have relationships with all 
beings if they  are not listened to, for their hearts will always try to assist all  
souls. These eleven families share the need to not go into negativity  to do this. 
Their whole state of balance and wellbeing is threatened  if they do this. 

 
Not only do these eleven families share these two elements, needs  and gifts, but 
different groups within the eleven share elements with  each other also. These are 
divided into three groups. 
 
•  The Crystal, Dolphin, Rainbow and Alcyone Children all share their  need to 

have space to themselves so that they may integrate all that  is occurring in their 
lives. These ones will each need to be alone  at some point and if they do not 
receive this, they will tend to  introvert or extrovert in their nature in an 
unbalanced way that  is not for their highest benefit. 

 
•  The Golden, Lunar, Diamond and Emerald Children all share the need  to co-

create with others with joy and happiness. If they do not receive  a level of co-
creation with others, they will feel empty, worthless  and unfulfilled in their 
potential to create. They have a need to  do this regularly in group and not alone, 
as this is a part of who  they are. 

 
•  The Pearl, Pink and Magenta Children all share the need to receive  from 

Mother Earth, the energy to rejuvenate regularly. If they do  not receive 
regeneration from Mother Earth, they will feel disconnected  from the feminine 
energies and feel un-nurtured in life. These children  are easily ungrounded if this 
occurs to them and creates them to  be spacey and unclear in their 
communication. Through their regular  connection to Mother Earth through the 
trees, their energies will  naturally regenerate and assist them to be grounded and 
able to communicate  freely. 

 
To discover if your children are any of the first group or first wave  of children( the 
first eleven pods) , you may call to Archangel Michael  and Mother Mary and ask 
them to assist you to discover this. If this  is true, this will be confirmed three times 
by spirit if you ask. Each  of these children is oversouled by the Divine Mother and 
cared for  by her. She blesses them and you deeply now with her love, and asks  
each of you to be aware of these new children and their needs and gifts  to support 
them to be who they are on the Earth. She places a crystal  flower within each of 
your hearts and asks you to receive these eleven  Archangelic rays that bring these 
children’s souls to the Earth  to assist your own healing and alignment process. 
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My heart prayer is that all children on the Earth may be loved, recognised and 
honoured and supported to be who they are as they are growing so they do not feel 
the need to shutdown their energy bodies and need  to open again and do the 
release work that many love/lightworkers have experienced on their path. 
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The Second Wave of New Children 
 
Blessings from the One Heart! Beloveds, these sacred 11 pods that  we now share 
information about are evolving at a rapid rate on the  Earth. Presently, many of the 
children of Earth between the ages of  3 and 7, and between the ages of 9 and 12 
years are deeply connected  to these 11 pods. Know Beloveds that not all children of 
these ages  are part of these pods, but many are. Through this they hold a deep  
connection to the Archangels that work with these Archangelic Rays.  Each 
Archangelic Ray is oversouled and assisted by a series of Archangels  who hold the 
role of caring for these soul families. 
 
You may call on these Angels to be with you and to receive their love  and assistance 
as you connect into each one of these 11 rays. The Divine Mother is beginning to 
connect to you more personally as you open to  the words that are now offered to 
you. If you wish to receive a love  infusion through your chakras and energy bodies 
as you read this information,  you may call to the Divine Mother and ask for this. As 
you connect,  11 Archangels form a circle around you and each one brings the ray  to 
you. If you wish to receive this, you may open yourself to this  and it will bless you, 
offering you an influx of divine energy to your  energy body as well as offering the 
qualities that these soul pods  hold for you and any others that you may call to, to be 
with you at  this time. 
 
•  The twelfth Archangelic Ray we wish to share about is the Violet Archangelic Ray 

which births the Violet Children. This is now brought  forth to you and offers you 
a divine cleansing of old energies that  may be held by your soul. You are assisted 
now to release any energies  that may not allow you to birth all your ideas into 
manifestation  with grace and ease. The Violet Children hold the ability and gifts  
to be able to see what is needing to change to allow the grace and  ease to flow 
through all journeys from the beginning of the first idea, through the whole 
process of creation and into a clear and  divine manifestation. They are affected 
deeply by those around them  who do not listen to them and their gift that allows 
the energies  to flow with grace and ease and create all journeys to manifest and  
be divine experiences. They have large ideas themselves and are here  to create 
these in groups with others they will meet in their life  as they grow in years. They 
hold the overview of what is needed and  when not listened to, they tend to see 
themselves as big, yet feel  frustrated as others project smallness onto them, and 
this creates  them to block their own manifestation. They are waiting for their  
group who will sit with them and listen to them and their ideas that allow all to 
flow into a divine experience. They often have difficulty  with hierarchy as it does 
not allow them to be who they are and express  their ideas fully. Call for the 
Archangelic Ray to fill you and to  clear any old ideas that you felt were too big for 
you, and to assist  your consciousness to expand and embrace the concept of 
thinking  larger about all in your life and manifesting the divine picture  for you in 
your life. 

 
•  The thirteenth Archangelic Ray we wish to share about is the Indigo Archangelic 

Ray which births the Indigo Children. These sacred ones  are very powerful in 
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their brow and heart chakras and unless recognised  for who they are, often find it 
difficult to allow their minds and  hearts to grow to the power that is their divine 
potential. They  are here on the Earth to assist all beings to connect to their divine  
potential, but are in great difficulty on the Earth, as often their  teachers do not 
recognise their divine potential. This ray activates the heart and mind to work as 
one, and creates a dynamic energy field around the mind and heart, bringing a 
balance to the psychic abilities  through love. When these ones are not loved and 
respected and also  unrecognised as sensitives and highly psychic, they tend to 
contract  within, either to hold their energy in or to find another world where  they 
can freely express their energy. They have a powerful energy  that is here for a 
divine purpose, and unless they are assisted to  align to their purpose through 
beings understanding their unique  potential, they tend to withdraw into another 
world and only connect  partially to this world. This Archangelic Ray will assist 
them to  bring their energy back into their bodies for these ones often partially 
leave their bodies if they are not recognised and offered assistance  with 
embracing their potential. This is unique for each Indigo Child,  and the key to 
helping Indigos is assisting them to connect to their  heart and minds to know and 
to be guided from within. These ones  will always have what they need if they are 
supported to receive  their guidance from within, and be supported to create this 
in divine  potential. The ray aligns one to one’s heart and mind union,  which also 
offers the inner guidance through holy communion with one’s spirit and soul. 
Calling on this and receiving this Archangelic  Ray now by breathing into the 
Indigo Archangelic Ray, you will begin  to receive alignment of your mind and 
heart, which is the doorway  to receiving clear guidance and recognition of your 
unique individual  path. This is offered to you now in full force—breathe it in  now 
as the Archangel of this ray steps forth to you now. These children  hold the gifts 
to be able to see the divine potential and unique path of all beings and to assist 
them to find the inner keys within  to step forth and create this path powerfully. 

 
•  The fourteenth Archangelic Ray we wish to share about is the Yellow Archangelic 

Ray which births the Solar Children. This Archangelic  Ray activates through you 
now and energises your solar plexus and  brow chakras. It aligns your power 
frequency and your will to a new  clarity, and it assists your mind to expand and 
release old beliefs  that may create you to choose to use your will to manifest 
limitation  in your manifestations. The Solar Children now support you, and these  
ones, Divine Mother shares, are new children birthing to the Earth  to assist all of 
humanity with their mental limitations. These Solar  Children have minds of golden 
light and do not know limitation, and  cannot vibrate or believe it when adults or 
others speak in relation  to limitations. These ones tend to not resonate with the 
words spoken describing limitation, and always try to present an alternative point  
of view based on infinite manifestation. These ones may be seen as  dreamers to 
others who hold limitation, but in truth, are presenting  what is possible if one 
believes without limitation. These ones have  a great affinity with the new sciences 
coming to the Earth and will  be birthing many new understandings, teachings and 
technologies to  assist all beings to harmonise with Mother Earth. They share 
understandings  of how humanity can create a new path with technology that will 
harmonise  and blend with natural frequencies. When they are ignored and given  
no energy, they tend to create other families and create their own  connections 
powerfully rather than going within and withdrawing from  humanity. These are 
the ones that when parents are unavailable to  spend time with them, they have 
already planned what they will be  doing, and have made the arrangements 
without the parents knowing.  These ones are wise and have great ability to direct 
their energy positively in their lives and are here to assist others to expand  their 
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minds creating through positivity. As you breathe now, you  are asked to breathe 
out any old thoughts or beliefs that create  you to hold limitations through your 
mind as this ray moves through  you now. 

 
•  The fifteenth Archangelic Ray we wish to share about is the Red Archangelic Ray 

which births the Ruby Children. This sacred ray grounds  and anchors your 
energy now and assists all souls to ground to Mother  Earth’s core. This is the ray 
that supports all lost souls,  and all souls that are trying to leave the Earth due to 
wounds or  fears of being too powerful and not knowing how to release these  
fears into the earth. The Ruby Archangelic Ray opens the doorway  to the Earth 
core for all souls to ground into their bodies more  and to release the deepest 
wounds that they are afraid to let go  of in the fear that it will hurt. The Ruby 
Children are here to assist  all with their deepest pain, and these ones do not have 
fear of being  with others who have pain. They do not judge these ones as they 
understand  they are in pain. They hold great compassion for those in pain and  
will stay with them when others cannot bear to be near them. Often  these ones 
will wish to assist others, and if this is not allowed,  they will emotionally react as 
these ones do not wish to be controlled  in any way, and will always express their 
truth and feelings loudly  if others try to control them and stop them from 
assisting others.  Often others project their fears on these children, and do not 
understand  when they are choosing to be with others who are in pain, as these  
ones are not often recognised in the world for who they are and what  gifts they 
hold. The Angels surround these ones and know that these  souls have chosen to 
not take on the pain, but to compassionately  love and support a being through 
any deep journey in life. The Ruby  Ray protects and offers a shield to deep 
emotional grief and deep  emotional, spiritual, mental and physical pain. As you 
breathe, you  may call on this Archangelic Ray to fill you to create a shield of  
divine love and protection so each one of you can be more supportive  and 
compassionate with others through their deepest journeys Beloveds. 

 
•  The sixteenth Archangelic Ray we wish to share about is the Fuchsia Archangelic 

Ray which births the Magnolia Children. The Fuchsia Archangelic Ray provides 
expansion of the heart to all who receive this. Breathe  in now as the Archangels 
of this ray blend this through you now and  offer you divine assistance to activate 
your spiritual gifts and  nature and open to the trust and love of the divine children 
who  travel on this ray. These ones now come to support you, as these  new 
children carry the heart of your own divine child back to you.  These ones come to 
Earth to assist others to play and to receive an opening of the innocence and 
blessings of the childlike qualities  of your divine nature. These children see all as 
children of God/dess  and do not distinguish between ages. Their gift is to treat all 
equally  as souls and to know if a soul has closed their divine heart as a  child to 
God/dess, and how to assist that soul to unlock their heart  and open it again. 
They are here to work deeply with souls and their  hearts, and with the original 
contract of each soul as a child of  God/dess and to assist all souls to open to this 
original contract and to heal any memories of when this contract felt broken. As 
you  breathe now, you receive this ray through you to assist your soul  to open 
and expand the heart again. You may forgive any experiences  where your soul 
felt God/dess break the original contract of loving  you as a soul. As you open to 
this, the Archangels of this ray share  that the Magnolia Children hold the power to 
absolve the deepest  heart wounds of souls, and when they are not recognised as 
love,  they tend to hide away from the ones they love as they need a loving  
surrounding to support them to assist all others to open their hearts  again. This is 
their deepest need—to have their own parents  love and support them. If both 
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parents do not share love with them  regularly, they hide away and disconnect 
from all their love until  this is offered to them. 

 
•  The seventeenth Archangelic Ray we wish to share about is the Ultraviolet 

Archangelic Ray which births the Maldek Children. This sacred ray  activates and 
aligns the love pathways through all the chakras. It  is the Golden Lunar Children 
(Maldek) that hold the gift of trusting  love to generate in all beings if they are 
supported with love. These  ones hold the gifts to know that all beings are love, 
and no matter  what state they are in, they can return to love if they are 
supported  to know they are love and not judged as negative. These ones tend  to 
see the positive in everything, even when the negative experiences  are very 
powerful. They tend to only share the positive and appear  to ignore the negative 
realities occurring around them. These ones can often find themselves in difficulty 
with being abused by others  easily, as they see the love in their abuser and do 
not change their  reality easily. They have great trust in the love eventually 
flowing  and focus only on love in others, no matter what is occurring. These  ones 
need great support and understanding as it is not their nature,  no matter what is 
occurring, to be supported to find solutions so  they also may experience love. 
Their gift is very powerful as they  hold a direct connection to unconditional love 
with no boundaries.  This sacred ray aligns all to unconditional love and brings all 
energies  into unconditional love again. These children wish to offer this  ray to all 
beings who find themselves in negative expressions of  this love, yet will need 
permission from these ones, and are sometimes  frustrated when they wish to 
send love, but this is not received  by others. Breathe as you receive this now, as 
you are asked to anchor  this into the Earth core now so many others may also 
assist, and  be assisted by these children. 

 
•  The eighteenth Archangelic Ray we wish to share about is the Platinum Archangelic 

Ray which births the Platinum Children. The Platinum  Archangelic Ray is 
connected through Archangel Metatron and the Angels  of the Platinum Ray. These 
ones now surround you and offer you this  sacred dispensation that will begin to 
transfigure the deepest patterning  within you. This ray works on a cellular level to 
release and absolve  all cellular memory and shock. Also, old agreements and 
vows are  transmuted by this ray alchemically. Call for this to flood through  you in 
divine order for your being to absolve all that does not serve  you in accordance to 
the divine blueprint of your being. These children  have full contact with the divine 
plan for all beings, and have a  very large overview of all that is in divine order for 
themselves  and others around them. Through breathing this Platinum Ray in, all  
bodies and chakras will be aligned to the divine plan of your being.  As you 
breathe it out to all around you, all around you aligns to  the divine plan. These 
children do not like to be seen as they are  protective of the divine plan, and will 
awaken this in divine order  in accordance to divine plan. Their qualities are the 
truth of God,  and the overview of all through the divine plan, which carries the  
highest potential for all beings on the Earth in each moment it is  connected to. 
These children are needing to know that God is within  them and all around them 
at all times and be supported to receive  the divine energy through them that will 
allow them to step forth  in their own time. These ones will be leaders who gather 
groups together  in a non-hierarchical fashion. These ones will hold the divine plan  
and share this when it is in divine order to divine plan. 

 
•  The nineteenth Archangelic Ray we wish to share about is the Vermillion 

Archangelic Ray which births the Inner Earth Children. This sacred  ray 
orchestrates a clear connection to the Earth kingdoms such as  the crystals, trees, 
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fairies and Earth spirits. The Meru Children  (Inner Earth) hold the gifts of opening 
the Earth portals and reconnecting  all souls to the Earth kingdoms if they are not 
connected. They have  wonderful telepathy with all kingdoms and they are 
needing assistance  to feel that they are a part of humanity, for many of them feel 
much  more connected to the Earth spirits than their own race (humanity).  They 
find humanity unusual in that many are more focused on what  they can have in 
material form around them, and are not aware of the physical surroundings that 
the Earth kingdoms provide and the  glory and divine energy in all the trees and 
the natural environment  offered by these kingdoms. They tend to wish to be 
outside rather  than in houses, and feel unavailable to focus on materiality as the  
primary focus. Breathing and receiving this ray as it flows through  you will enable 
you to also connect more deeply to the Earth kingdoms  and the beauty of the 
Earth as a whole being and to nature and its  wealth and beauty. 

 
•  The twentieth Archangelic Ray we wish to share about is the Crimson Archangelic 

Ray which births the Crimson Children. This ray supports  all to go beyond what 
they have known before and to move into unknown  paths that they are guided to. 
This ray supports all to step into  the unknown and to let go completely of the old 
ways they have known,  without knowing the new way. These children have 
complete trust in  God/dess and in the God nature within all, and are here on the 
Earth  to guide all to connect to the God Presence within. They hold the  gifts of 
self-realisation and hold full faith in the path of stepping  into the unknown and 
being held completely by God/dess and letting  go of all control over one’s reality. 
These ones do not understand beings that wish to control their lives fully and not 
co-create with  the God Presence vibration and energy that is held within all. They  
are unable to understand beings that do not know this connection,  but at the 
same time, have the gifts and keys to support these ones  to reconnect to this and 
to the essence held within them. They are  not focused on anything unless it is 
essential to this experience,  and are often unaware of many things that feel trivial 
to them as  their consciousness is focused on the highest vibration that connects  
all beings as one. This is the greatest gift these ones have—to  assist a being’s 
consciousness to connect to the oneness in  everything. As you breathe, you may 
call for this ray to blend through  you now and to activate and realign your 
connection now so that you  may consciously experience a deeper connection to 
the oneness that  is present in all things and all beings. 

 
•  The twenty-first Archangelic Ray we wish to share about is the  Jade Archangelic 

Ray which births the Jade Children. This sacred  ray activates and illuminates 
one’s connection to the stars  and the flowers on the Earth. It aligns the higher 
mind to the heart,  and all children that birth from this ray hold the sacred gift of  
an activated higher mind with the ability to take in and absorb large  amounts of 
information, new philosophies and understandings for the  benefit of all beings. 
Many, many Buddhas are connected to this ray with the Archangels. These 
children have the gift to assist others  to still their minds and receive from their 
higher minds higher understandings  and awareness. These ones are future 
teachers who will assist many  to open their higher awareness and activate their 
God consciousness.  This ray, as you breathe it in now, blends and fills you and 
augments  a clearing of your lower mind and opening of your consciousness to  
the wisdom and knowledge held through your higher mind. Breathe in  and receive 
this assistance now. These children need to have inspirational  subjects talked 
about and communicated with them, otherwise these  children are bored and lose 
connection to humanity and spend most  of their time and connection to non-
physical beings. 
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•  The twenty-second Archangelic Ray we wish to share about is the  Opalescent 
Archangelic Ray which births the Opalescent Children.  The Opalescent 
Archangelic Ray supports all individuals to co-create  their heart dreaming with the 
love and support of all other beings.  It attracts love and support from others and 
creates a supportive  environment to manifest around one’s being. Call for this 
now  to flood through you and all your chakras and bodies. You may ask  for it to 
anchor in your home, office or work environment and in  the schools of your 
children if this resonates with you. It opens  the hearts of all to a supportive 
consciousness of sharing energy  and opening to speaking and sharing in a more 
loving way. The children  birthed on this ray are incredibly supportive beings who 
create support  to be felt when they speak, and in relationship to all they 
experience.  They have a deep need to be allowed to support themselves and to  
speak clearly with love, and when others around them do not recognise  the gifts 
they hold, they often choose not to speak what they know  and hold this within 
themselves. They are able to offer wonderful  relationships with others if they are 
openly received by others. They have new ways of relating to share with humanity 
and tend not  to relate to others unless they can relate equally. They also tend  to 
withdraw from others if the relationships between others are karmic  and others 
are projecting at each other. These ones will tend to  withdraw and disconnect 
from ones who project at others. To assist  these ones, you will need to change 
your relationships with others  around them, or else you will find them in a room 
alone away from  you, and not wishing to be with you. You may call on this ray to  
change your environment and to create yourself to feel supported,  not only by 
others, but by the being you are (self) and your God Presence. 

 
These 11 soul pods are all inventive souls and share a creative flair  with each other. 
If their creative flair is not brought out at an early  age, they all share the tendency 
to feel frustrated and question their  worth in the world, and why they are here. Each 
one of them is connected  to the rest of the souls on Earth who birth through this ray 
with them.  This is scattered through a large group of children up to the age of  22. 
The majority of these beings are highly telepathic, and often share  connection with 
each other through the inner planes and their spiritual  connection to each other. 
 
The first four soul pods (12th-15th) share a deep reverence of life  and 
acknowledgement of the divinity in all life, and find it difficult  to kill insects and 
other beings, and often are emotional when this  occurs in their presence by others 
desensitised to the insects’ life. 
 
The middle three soul pods (16th-18th) share the need to express themselves  and 
physically connect with others in group as these ones are often  unable to connect to 
themselves as individuals, and tend to express themselves and be free when 
connecting in group and sharing energy. These ones are not loners, and are holding 
a wound if they spend a  great deal of time alone. They need to be recognised to 
bring their  soul qualities out in natural expression and in honouring of who they  are 
in the world. 
 
The last four soul pods (19th-22nd) share the same expression of taking on the 
energies of others around them if they are not honoured and recognised for who 
they are 
 
All soul pods of new children need a creative focus in their life  and a connection to 
someone who cares and will assist them to bring  their creativity through and 
develop their creative flair. This brings  great confidence and empowerment to their 
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beings, and will allow them  to connect deeply to their soul gifts and express them, 
and to also  open up to their own unique journey of soul purpose in life. Each of  the 
children from these 11 soul groups have strong minds and may disconnect  from 
humanity if they are not supported to meet their soul purpose  in life. 
 
Divine Mother blesses and thanks each one of you for connecting to  these rays and 
soul pods of children. If, as you read these, you become  aware of children who 
belong to these pods through your own inner guidance, you may call to the Divine 
Mother to assist these ones in divine order  for their beings so their needs may be 
met, and if it is in divine  order for the parents of these children to receive this 
information,  you may share this with them. Follow your own heart guidance with 
this  and call on the God Presences of the parents of these children to receive  you 
and this information if it is in divine order for them, and ask  them to send what is 
needed and in the highest potential for the family  to grow and flourish with love… 
down into the bodies and the  minds and hearts of the parents of this child. As you 
offer this to  the God Presences and higher selves of these ones, you may just say  
your prayer that these parents may open to receiving this information  for the 
highest benefit and understanding of their children. If you  know of others who would 
be open to this information, you may send  it to them. We only ask you to keep all 
accreditations and copyrights  firmly in the document if you share this with others. 
May this bless  and support all the new children and the parents of these ones so 
greater  heart connection and flow of energy can occur between all families  and 
beings. 
 
In divine service to the new children, I send all my love to you and  to these pods, 
Qala 
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The Third Wave of the New Children 
 
The New Children are presently birthing in 77 pods or 77 families,  each bringing 
their own unique gifts and divine connection to our Earth.  We have shared in 
previous articles, information on 22 of the pods  of the new children that are deeply 
connected to the archangels, and  the gifts and consciousness the New Children may 
need assistance with  as they anchor on the Earth. As each child incarnates and is 
supported  to receive that which they need to open their gifts, the higher vibrational  
gifts they hold naturally open as a flower opens when it receives the  rain and 
abundance of soil and sunshine. This is a natural process  and this information is 
brought forth from the heart of the Divine  Mother to support all children to receive 
the recognition of their  unique gifts and their unique needs in this life. 
 
As each one of these souls incarnates as a new child, the consciousness  of all beings 
is offered a divine opportunity to raise in vibration  as these new children bring the 
Earth a higher vibration. We speak  of the Christ Consciousness anchoring through 
all aspects of humanity  through the birthing of these new children, and the 
awakening of the  light within all of humanity. These new children are accelerators of  
consciousness and each one carries a higher frequency soul vibration.  As the Earth 
is ascending in vibration, the portals of birth have raised  in vibration allowing many 
higher vibrational souls to be able to birth  on Earth. 
 
The Pyschic Children are another 11 of the 77 pods of the New Children and each 
one is directly linked to the angelic and dolphin heart rays  that form a grid of holy 
communion on Earth. The name “ Psychic  Children” has come to these children as 
they are deeply connected  to the sixth dimension and are all advanced souls that 
hold an integrated  psychic connection to their higher selves. Each of these eleven 
soul  pods are highly psychic and share telepathy with each other and communicate 
through the dolphin pathways on Earth. These dolphin pathways are grids of higher 
psychic activity that are anchored within the Earth and oceanic portals and are a 
powerful form of Earth telepathy for communion between  souls and spirit. This 
psychic grid is expanding and growing to embrace  and assist many others who do 
not have their connection to their higher  self. The blessings of these new children 
affect many other children,  as they are also guides to connect all children and all 
beings to this  sacred grid. The messages of their divine journeys are shared with  all 
on this grid so as to support all beings connected to the grid  to learn from their 
experiences instead of co-creating the same old  experiences. This way the psychic 
children share all information and  all journeys with each other through this grid, in 
an energetic mergence  with each other as one large family. 
 
These children have come as this large family to anchor the Christ Consciousness on 
Earth more deeply through humanity, and as eleven individual soul pods with the 
purpose of assisting all beings to connect  to their higher self, the truth of their heart 
and soul. Each of the  eleven soul pods is unique and different in a myriad of ways, 
yet they  hold in common, their connection through the dolphin pathways. These  
pathways are the crystalline light pathways that higher vibrational  intelligence 
travels on through the Earth plane. The grid is held in  crystals in the earth and in 
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the north and soul pole. Each Psychic  Child has one of the crystals from this grid 
etherically interlinked  through their heart and brow chakras. In other words, within 
the heart  and brow chakras of each Psychic Child, there is a beautiful etheric  crystal 
that links their consciousness to this sacred grid. 
 
These crystals are etheric (made of light frequency) and allow the transfusion of 
psychic communication to be advanced and instant. Each  of these children has 
higher knowing of all that is occurring in their environment and hold a higher love 
quotient. The dolphins are very connected to these children and hold a synergy in 
their communication with them and share the dolphin pathways with these children. 
The dolphins  also hold a crystal within their hearts that is a point of connection for 
this sacred grid. They have another crystal in their tail that  supports them to receive 
any messages from this grid from other dolphins  and also from those who are 
interdimensionally surfing in communication  and transmission through this grid. 
 
Each soul from these 11 soul pods has a supportive nature and experiences  
interconnection with others as natural. They hold the power of communion  and 
ability to go within to know answers. They may be sometimes, and  occasionally 
quite bothered by the interference of psychic vibrations  that are not emanating from 
the heart. This can create them to be filled  with energies that are not directly 
coming from their higher selves.  This may come from their environment, from other 
beings or from other  dimensions of themselves. As each of them learn to open 
themselves  more fully and ground their abilities on the Earth and be accepted  by 
society, they will learn how to be in the presence of all beings without being 
disturbed psychically. At times, their emotional and  mental bodies may be 
imbalanced when these disturbances occur. The  eleven soul pods are described in 
the following passages to assist  any Psychic child or the parents, carers and friends 
of this child  to discover connection through the higher dimensions to the child’s  soul 
path and purpose. Know that the descriptions below are very general  and that not 
only does each soul pod have a purpose, but that each  child has a purpose that is 
unique within this. Through the discovery  of the soul pod purpose, these children 
may become closer to their  own unique, divine purpose on Earth. This can assist in 
the education  of all children as each has certain gifts and may need a unique 
education  that is in alignment and recognition of these gifts. 
 
The Rainbow Crystal Children 
 
These ones are from far away and have not been to the Earth for a  long time. They 
were here when the Earth was a non-physical form prior  to the physicalisation of the 
Earth. They are deeply connected to Lemuria  and the cities of light that are 
anchored in the oceans and waterways  of the Earth. They have songs and carry a 
language that vibrationally  attunes all souls to love and to the experience of love. 
Their touch  is gentle, yet deep. Each one is extremely sensitive to sound vibration.  
They are here to emanate sound and to change the vibration in environments  with 
sound. These ones will create this from within themselves and  some will also invent 
new music with this. The sounds are anchoring  a new dreaming for all Earth beings 
that is related to group consciousness  and the expression of love. They are powerful 
group uniters and enjoy  uniting others and bringing souls together. There are many 
that have  embodied as females—a larger percentage than in male bodies.  They 
share that this is due to timing and that over the next five to  eight years, others will 
come from their pod and many more will embody  in male bodies. They share that 
they have difficulty with distorted  sounds or the sound vibration of humans speaking 
mistruths. This is  their greatest pain, as they know when beings are not speaking 
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the  truth. 
 
The Faerie Children 
 
This soul pod is very large, yet unfortunately some of these children  are in very 
difficult circumstances on the Earth presently. They have  come to open the hearts of 
all and to assist the most sensitive and  hidden parts of a being to receive love. They 
have awareness of what  is hidden within a being and why they are hiding this. They 
have great  counselling abilities and a very deep connection to the fairies on  the 
Earth and in the stars. These ones tend to play in the other realms  and explore this 
connection for there is a commitment between the fairies  and these children to 
assist humanity and the Earth spirit to live  in harmony. They have a great love for 
the Earth and the flowers and  gardens and would like everyone to have a garden. It 
is their heart  dream that in the future, every family can be connected to a garden  
that is flowering and filled with love and life force. It is their  vision of the future 
Earth and is one of the reasons they have come  to Earth—to create the visioning 
and manifestation of more gardens on the Earth. They are specifically aware of 
humanity’s disconnection  from the Earth through city living. These ones are very 
openhearted  and gentle in their divine makeup and are willing to be unifiers for  
others who have difficulty with their hearts. When they feel it is  too difficult for souls 
to deal with their hearts, they merge with  them and assist them to open their hearts 
and release the pain that  may be trapped in their hearts. These children are 
powerful seers and  they are highly awakened through their multidimensional sight. 
They  see into the other realms such as the faerie and angelic realms and  this also 
assists them to hold their connection more deeply whilst  being on the Earth. 
 
The Emerald Crystal Children 
 
These children are keepers of the Emerald ray. They are also powerful  in their 
seership and have awareness of the other realms and what is occurring to those they 
are connected to. They have a deep commitment to assist all beings that experience 
difficulty with astral energies,  and spend time as souls assisting those trapped in 
astral webs or those affected by large astral thought forms. They work deeply with 
Archangel Michael and the legions of light to assist those in difficulty and  who are 
troubled in the world. They have come to support the astral  plane to be absolved 
and released from the Earth and carry great patience  as souls. These ones are not 
easily affected by others around them.  They appear to be quite a solid rock when 
they hold their connection.  They are very grounded and carry a Buddha type energy 
when they are  in full open heart and speaking the divine truth and wisdom they hold  
within. They have abilities to scan energies long distance and to know  how to assist 
souls to be freed from entanglements of energy that are  unseen. They each carry 
the sword of the Emerald ray that allows them  to assist all souls who are 
emotionally bound by the astral plane.  They have a great affinity with plant 
medicine and have a unique understanding  of alchemy, of blending plants as 
medicine. 
 
The Ama’nu (Golden Emerald Crystal) Children 
 
These children in soul pod have a very powerful inner knowing and  trust in all that is 
occurring. They carry some difficulties with relating  to the world as it is, and with 
how humanity interrelates with each  other throughout the world. They see that this 
is like a segmented  society that has different rules for different beings in accordance  
to whoever is in authority, and are presently discerning as a pod,  how humanity has 
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lost its inner authority and connection as a race.  Their role is related to assisting 
humanity with this. They have the  most difficulty with humans who wish to 
overpower them and hold an  authoritative role with them. Their consciousness does 
not resonate  to authority and frustrates some of them. They are aware of much and  
wish to share this in a system that is non-hierarchical. They are here  together to 
create a way to birth this non-hierarchical system so they may share equally with 
others and be taken seriously. These ones wish  in their hearts for a new education 
system to be developed for all  children and have the keys to creating this. Their role 
is to assist  other children to embrace this and be co-creative in this as a future  way 
for children to create and learn together. They share that they  are aware of the gifts 
that other children have and the keys they hold  and how to bring these out of 
themselves. In their hearts they are  aware that there is a timing with this, and they 
receive directly from  their higher self or spirit that this role will be in the near 
future.  They have a gift of communication when hierarchy is not present, and  they 
have difficulty in communication when it is present. Each one  of them is deeply 
connected to the mastery of the new children and  has leadership qualities that 
involve non-hierarchy. 
 
The Aquari (Aquamarine & Silver) Children 
 
These souls are incredibly sincere and speak from their hearts directly when they are 
communicated with. They love simplicity and beauty and the simple honouring that 
ceremony, prayer and meditation offer them when they connect within. They are 
here to anchor sacred space and create sacred space. They are here to change the 
environment and create new environments and have powerful creative visualisation 
abilities.  As they receive an idea they can immediately visualise it as it moves  
through its creation process, and determine all that is needed to create  this in the 
most flowing and perfect way. Their focus is the creation  of beauty and they like to 
be surrounded by beauty and serenity. These  children are here to activate the peace 
energy in all environments  by creating sacred space in many different parts of the 
world that  need to receive a sacred connection and activation of the vibration  of 
peace and love. These children are very much in their hearts and  do not 
philosophise a great deal, but instead see and recognise the  beauty in all around 
them and in others sharing the beauty with them.  They speak of the positive that 
others show to them and encourage the  positive nature to grow in all. They are 
gifted with the sight to see  the divine potential in everything and a way to create 
this to grow. 
 
The Solos (Silver & Platinum) Children 
 
These children in soul pod are alchemisers of all energies and unifiers  of all 
energies. They unify and alchemise all energies that come to  them through their 
beings and transmute all energies, and then transmit  unified frequencies to the 
source of these energies. They have huge  heart chakras and great compassion for 
all beings. They receive all  that is given to them openly and take this into their heart 
to alchemise  and unify all energies. These ones are teachers of alchemy and have  
the ability to alchemise all energies and share the true power of alchemy.  They are 
aware that humanity has not yet fully taken responsibility  for their own energies and 
have compassion for them. They are aware  that humanity is not yet ready to be 
completely responsible for all  energy and have come to Earth to assist them. They 
are aware that in  the future, many more humans will be willing to be responsible 
and  not project their unresolved energies. These children have a role with  humanity 
to support them to take responsibility. These souls often  communicate about other 
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ways to work with energy that will not affect  others with negativity. They can be 
protective of other souls who are  being projected upon with negativity, and at times 
take in these energies  to unify and alchemise these so as to protect the souls who 
cannot  alchemise these. They are learning to work together more powerfully  to 
create a greater support network of resolution of all negative energies.  These ones 
are aware of the circumstances of many other Psychic Children,  and that some of 
them are having difficulty and need assistance. These  ones share that they have the 
abilities to translate and visit other  children to assist them to resolve energies. They 
have the gift to  soul travel and to receive from their Source, all that is needed to 
assist others in trouble. They hold the overview and are able to see  all energies that 
they intend to. They have very powerful, long distance  vision and very powerful 
zoom lens vision. They are extraordinary seers  and are able to work long distance 
and assist others because of this.  They have been asked by their God Source to 
always hold the highest  vision of all beings, and of all humans learning to live in 
peace and  be responsible for all energies. They have been asked to hold the vision  
of humanity ceasing all projection of negative energies. 
 
The Kumi (Blue & Golden) Children 
 
This sacred soul pod holds an inventive energy and is a group of souls  who have 
deeply inventive spirits. They are here to create new forms  and inventions in the 
future that will serve all beings, including  the Earth. Their own hearts are magnifiers 
for whatever intention they  attune to. They are holding new healing gifts for all of 
humanity.  Each one of them has a deep connection to sound, and sound is 
important  to these ones. The sounds around them can inspire them to bring their  
creative spirit through, or it can create them to be affected in a  more contracted 
way. These souls are deeply expressive and hold the  purpose of sharing this 
expression freely with others to assist others  to express their hearts. Through this 
expression, there is great creativity  and inventiveness that allows the healing gifts 
they hold to birth  on Earth. Without the freedom of their own self-expression 
through  their environment, these ones can feel tormented and contracted. There  is 
a great sea of expression within each one of them that is infinite  in its ability to 
create harmony, balance, and the flow of the divine  feminine at play. These ones 
have come to assist all to honour the  feminine and bring the feminine expression 
through, in creative play. 
 
The Dolphi (Pink & Emerald Crystal) Children 
 
This soul pod is filled with souls that are guides and teachers who  inspire others. 
They hold a deep connection to the unseen worlds as  wisdom keepers. They travel 
as they sleep to the schools on the inner  planes, as each of these souls is deeply 
focussed on their ascension  and the wisdom of God. These are ancient souls who 
have incarnated  as teachers many times and have returned to the Earth to bring 
inspiration  to all souls and the offering of wisdom, as teachings. These ones like  to 
do this invisibly and to not be seen or noticed until it is their  time to be presented. It 
will be their quiet words of wisdom that may  astound their parents at times, that 
may show these ones to be possibly  from this pod. These ones have great intellect 
but are not intellectual,  as they hold a balance fully through their mind and heart. 
They are  solid in their vibration and connection to the Earth as they have been  on 
the Earth previously and ascended as souls on the Earth. 
 
The Rainbow Serpent Children 
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These children are embodied in all races and hold the purpose of assisting humanity 
and all races to open their hearts to each other without discrimination  or prejudice 
about race, language, colour or culture. These souls have  embodied previously in 
many different cultures and hold keys to assisting  humanity to open their minds and 
hearts and not judge other races and  cultures. These ones have come for the 
purpose of linking cultures  and assisting all to heal their differences. They are 
deeply connected  to the new dreaming of Earth and have a direct connection to the 
ancestors  and guardian keepers of each mountain on the Earth. They link the 
ancestors  to all other Psychic Children and to all others who join the psychic  
network of love. As they grow in age, they will speak for the ancestors  from the 
mountains and share the wisdom from these Earth guardians.  They hold a deep 
connection to the Earth current known as the rainbow  serpent, and hold spiritual 
connection to this rainbow serpent. These  ones are also mystery keepers who hold 
assistance for others to find  their path and purpose and the free flow of their soul’s 
heart. 
 
The Pan Children 
 
These children are deeply connected to the Earth spirit - the nature  spirits, the 
elves, and Pan, the guardian of all Earth kingdoms. They  have come to bring joy and 
lightness to all activities and to connect  all to the joy of being on the Earth in 
oneness with the Earth spirit.  They are highly gifted communicators with all nature 
spirits and all  kingdoms of the Earth as highly advanced telepaths. Through this, 
they  are able to receive understandings of the medicine of all plants and  animals 
and the vibrational essences of all on the Earth. These ones  hold the heart keys to 
assist the restoration of the Earth plane and  the restoration and healing of areas 
that have no connection to nature,  where the nature energy has been removed. 
They are here to balance  the natural flow of energies again through areas in the 
Earth and to  direct others, in the future, with projects of balancing these energies.  
Their deepest heart wish is for Mother Earth to be allowed to flourish  and for 
humanity to live in harmony with all Earth kingdoms. 
 
The Pegasus Children 
 
This sacred soul pod has many gifts including a strong ability to  hold the silence and 
to connect deeply into the now moment with stillness.  These ones naturally like to 
meditate and be quiet and feel the pulsations  of the stillness of the light of God. 
They need to have this stillness  in their lives and be allowed time to meet with this 
stillness inside  themselves. Their souls have the ability to help others to balance  
their energies by connecting them to the stillness in each moment and  bring all into 
the present moment. They are here to assist all to bring  their energies into the now, 
rather than living in the past or future  in their minds. They carry the frequencies of 
integration and assist  others to integrate their energies through entering stillness, 
silence  and breath, and being conscious. They carry the grace of God for others  to 
be able to be still inside themselves, and easily bless others with  this gift by holding 
their own still connection in the presence of  others. They tend to withdraw their 
energies when many are in complex  situations and the energies are mixed and not 
harmonised. They are  more attracted to individuals than groups unless the energies 
are harmonised  in the group. It is through their connection to the stillness that  they 
find they are able to fly as a Pegasus or expand their consciousness  to be one with 
God. They are here on the Earth to have this experience  and to share it with others 
and guide others to the stillness. 
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All these eleven soul pods have unique qualities and abilities which  will activate as 
they are offered a supportive environment for their  growth and well being. Each one 
of these children are aware of what  it is that they need, and it is suggested to all 
parents, guides and  friends of these children to listen to what these children truly 
need  in their lives in regards to creating an environment that supports  them to 
open to who they are, and the expression of this with grace  and ease. There are 
many children who have birthed through one of these  pods and they may not have 
received what they needed through their  environment to support them. These ones 
may still hold their connection  to the dolphin pathways if they have been linking in 
with the other  children. 
 
Some of these children have partially disconnected from these pathways and do not 
receive the support as fully as they could through their  psychic link to other 
children. If you feel, or are guided from within,  that a child you know is one of these 
children but only holds a partial  connection to the grid, you may ask this child’s soul 
to receive  assistance from Archangel Michael to support them to reconnect and  
receive the love and support from these pathways and the psychic communication  
with the other children. Archangel Michael will assist all children  to re-establish their 
connection through the dolphin pathways through  a simple prayer to him. This 
disconnection may have occurred through  difficulties in birth or early childhood 
traumas. As these children  are reconnected to the grid, they will feel supported on 
Earth again. 
 
Each of these eleven soul pods also carry a specific vibrational frequency that they 
emanate when their hearts are open. This frequency is able  to activate the psychic 
abilities in others to awaken if it is in divine  timing for their beings. When one of 
these Psychic Children opens their  heart fully to another being, and this other being 
is ready to receive  a deeper psychic connection to their higher self, they release a 
specific  frequency of energy that assists this being to receive this connection.  This 
is one of the purposes of the vibrational ray that these children  have all birthed 
upon. These rays are known as the Angelic dolphin  rays. Each of these rays carries 
specific frequencies to activate a  soul’s connection to their higher self or spirit. You 
may call  for these Angelic dolphin rays to flood through you now in divine order  for 
your being, and call to each of these eleven soul pods to come  to you to assist you 
to open your connection to your higher self. You  may ask for these ones to support 
you over a period to open your telepathy  with your higher self. You may ask for all 
limitations and old memories  or energy blockages to be lifted from you by the 
Archangels, Angels  and Ascended Masters who care for the dolphin pathways. You 
may call  to your higher self to merge with you and open the communication 
between  you whilst in the presence of these eleven soul pods, if it be in divine  
order for your being. If it is divine timing for you Beloveds, you  will have an 
experience of opening this connection powerfully. If it  is not your time, then you 
may ask that this activate in divine timing  for you when your soul is ready to receive 
this. 
 
I hope all this assists each one of you. I send you my love and blessings. We 
surround you with the Angelic dolphin rays and flood these through you as you open 
your heart to these children who now step forth to  you. These ones bring their gifts 
and offer them to you in divine order  for your being. We bless you and thank you. 
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This article was written by and  is copyrighted to ©Qala Sri’ama Phoenix, June 2005. 
Please network it to all you feel will benefit but as you do this we ask that  you leave 
this credit line and contact, we ask you not to alter the  content. To publish this 
article, you will need the permission of the  author through contacting zy@g-a-i-
a.com 
 

The Fourth Wave of the New Children 
 
The New Children through Qala Sri’ama  Phoenix 
 
The Stellar Children 
 
Blessed Be! We come as a group of Angels to introduce these children  to you. 
Sananda and Mary walk with us as we share this with you. As  you begin to read 
this, Sananda and Mary and the Angelic Heart of all  of the Stellar Children, begins to 
send waves of love and light to  you. Be receptive to having an energetic experience 
with the children  as they introduce themselves to you. These pods of new children 
are  birthed on 11 stellar rays. You may call on these stellar rays to flood  through 
you as the new children introduce themselves to you. 
 
Each one of these pods is unique, not so much for their gifts with  the light, but with 
their heart expansion and the ability to give freely  to others without conditions. Each 
of these pods are natural transmitters  of energy from the heart of an ascended 
realm, and each one, when expressing  their true nature, is a divine bridge for other 
souls and their path  of ascension, offering them a reconnection to the stars. The 
stars  hold higher dimensional forms of consciousness for humanity, and it  is 
through humanity’s reconnection to the stars through their  energy body, that a 
doorway is opened for them to receive a downloading  of their higher consciousness. 
The Starseed children, also named Stellar  Children, are natural antennas for starry 
energy, and their most profound  experiences can come from star connection to the 
night sky. It awakens  their memory of who they are as souls and allows them to 
release any  denser vibrations they may pick up from their environment or from their  
communications in life. Experiencing the night sky under the stars  offers an instant 
rebalancing for all stellar children, and opens their  consciousness to anchor and 
ground on Earth and assists them to connect  to Earth without losing their starry 
connection. 
 
These children are also highly psychic in nature and are partners  or activators for 
the psychic children. They work closely with them  and are often seen as psychic 
children. We share that they are highly  psychic, yet do not hold the depth and 
intensity of psychic abilities  that are held by the psychic children as their psychic 
connection is  held mainly through their higher chakras. The stellar children have  
very large heart chakras and are extremely sensitive. They also communicate  on the 
same psychic pathways (the dolphin pathways) as the psychic  children, and share a 
focus of world peace with them. Their energetic  gifts are more developed through 
the heart than many of the psychic  children, due to the profound development of 
their heart chakras. 
 
Each of the children come in waves or groups of pods, and the wave  of stellar 
children is made from 11 pods. These children have been  birthing on the Earth since 
1987, with some also coming much more rarely,  before this time on Earth. They are 
still incarnating and very soon  many will birth during the period of 2007 to 2009, for 
through Divine  Plan, this is a time when many of these stellar souls have chosen to  
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come to Earth in support of the awakening of all souls on Earth. The  children, as 
they grow in age, will become activators of others in  their awakening process. They 
hold specific gifts for activation of  the energy body and activation of new 
consciousness. Each of these  children do not recognise the Earth as, for most of 
them, this is their  first incarnation on Earth. Often they have difficulty digesting 
heavy  vibrations due to this, and their bodies can be affected if they receive  too 
many heavy vibrational foods or toxins. 
 
We begin with calling forth to the first pod of the eleven to share  with you who they 
are, why they come to Earth, what gifts they bring  to share, and how you can help 
them to be here. 
 
The Golden Whale Children 
 
“Our message is simple. We are here for the Earth herself and  the replenishment of 
her physical body. We are here to build new structures that will enlighten her 
physical body. We come only for this and our experience of this, so we ask not to be 
forced to do other things.  This is our greatest difficulty, being forced to do what we 
do not  need to do, because of protocol. We have difficulty with responding  to any 
being that wishes us to do what we are not here to do, due to  our sensitivity. The 
whales and our own beings are in communication  about the Earth and the state of 
her being. We are deeply connected,  like the whales, to Mother Earth’s akashic 
records and are here  to release the veils of consciousness that create humanity to 
not know  Earth to be a divine being. We also share that we need privacy and  
understanding so we may silently have our contact with the whales so  we ask that 
we be allowed to sit in silence and communicate with the  whales inwardly. We ask 
for kindness and compassion, for we are different.  Our objective is not fast 
motorbikes or Barbie dolls. We are here for  the ocean and water connection and 
care a great deal about the Earth  and her condition. We are sensitive to the Earth’s 
needs, so  give us a garden and animals and we have all we need. The gifts we  
bring are primarily our ability to know what the Earth and her sacred  sites, and the 
power sites hold over the land. Also we have a deep connection with all ancestors 
and guardian spirits of the land and  we are a bridge for them to humanity so the 
message of caring for the  land may be shared with humanity.” 
 
The Golden Whale Children are deeply connected to Andromeda and are natural 
channels for spirit. Their primary gift is their ability to  channel divine messages from 
the stars for humanity to awaken and be enlightened by their connection to Mother 
Earth and the stars. This  is so closely linked through their personalities, that they 
appear  very wise beyond their years and always have the right thing to say  that will 
shift energy in any situation. This comes naturally from  them and is strengthened by 
the loving confidence that adults and their  parents have in them. Each Golden 
Whale Child holds a deep connection  to the whales through their feeling body and 
their telepathy body,  and will often have experiences in group consciousness with 
the whales.  If you have a golden whale child, we ask that you do not deny this  
child’s gifts even if they are not understood, as any denial  will make this child 
deeply withdraw within to another realm where  they can have free contact with the 
whales. Encourage this child to  connect to the whales in whatever form they are 
drawn to, and encourage  them to express all their feelings freely so they can 
transform easily. 
 
The Unicorn Children 
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“We speak of our hearts as unicorn children and share our connection  with the stars 
is through Antares. All souls on Antares are gifted  with seership so we share this gift 
with humanity through our connection  to unicorns and the unicorn body of light. We 
are understanding in  our nature but at times find it difficult to understand others 
who  cannot see the truth and that seem blinded by their old perceptions  or the 
perceptions of those around them. We are advanced seers and  at times need to 
embrace patience with others who cannot see as we  do. We see the energy form in 
others and their intentions, before we  see the physical and material manifestations. 
We see that which creates  the physical situations to take place, and this at times 
creates us  to be one step ahead of all conversations. We are natural teachers,  yet 
are learning to listen to others who do not have the same gifts  as us so they may 
teach us about the physical earth and the human reality.  We experience great 
sensations of light and our connection to the stars  creates these waves of light to 
channel through us, yet our physical bodies need assistance to receive this light. At 
times we have difficulty with our physical bodies receiving our light. As seers, we 
often know things before hand and with our gifts we plan all in accordance to  what 
we see is possible for us. Our greatest difficulty is being contained  and told that we 
are unable to create this for ourselves, and that  we are imagining things and these 
things will never be real for us.  Our gifts of seership are very powerful and we have 
been given these  gifts to assist others. This is our dedication, to assist humanity  
with our seership, to help humanity see the light in themselves and  in all situations 
and be empowered to change all situations. We only  ask for you to believe that we 
can see the energy that creates the  physical, and for you to allow us to be free with 
our seership.” 
 
The Unicorn Children have delicate temperaments as their sensitivities  are related to 
the upper head region above the brow chakra, where their energy body has a 
unicorn horn that is their instrument of light for seership. Each one of these children, 
over their life, will naturally  open this gift more deeply if this area of their head is 
cared for  through the following forms of assistance. It is firstly important  that these 
children are listened to, and their seer ship is recognised  as a gift from God, and 
that this gift is encouraged to open in the  presence of their family and friends so this 
child will not become  frightened of humanity and using their gift with them. 
Secondly, it  is important that these children are offered freedom to sense energy,  
and if they sense energy that they are unsure of, they are to be taught  to send love 
to all they see, rather than fear what they see. The third  important experience for 
these children is for each of them to be given  time away from other children so they 
can open their full sensitivities  and sensory abilities in the presence of stillness and 
nature. This  would be a great gift to regularly give a unicorn child, as their 
sensitivity  is so powerful that they partially shut it down for most of the time  when 
they are with others, especially other children who are loud. 
 
The Blue Crystal Children (the second largest pod of crystal children) 
 
“We speak of our hearts and minds as being empowered by the  blue ray of light, 
creating us to all have a very powerful intelligence  through our minds. This is our 
gift that we bring to share through  inventions. We are also related to the blue ray 
children but are presently  gifted differently with the following attributes of the mind. 
We have  very expansive memories and abilities with numbers and words. We are  
able to absorb large banks of information and store them easily for  our use at later 
times. We are able to create powerfully with all symbols  and languages, as our 
mastery or gift is with communication and the  development of education. We are 
here as future educators of humanity.  We bring a new ray of clarity to the use of the 
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mind. We are psychic,  and both hemispheres of our brain are used by us to 
calculate, summarise,  invent and know, and simultaneously to be inspired, to create 
and feel  the flow of active intelligence and our use of consciousness. We are  all 
inventors and creators, here to use our active intelligence to  help humanity grow. 
Our difficulty is with relationship, as many who  are not as active through their 
intelligence appear to be too slow  for us. Once we have met one concept, we have 
another five already  birthing and not many others wish to communicate with a mind 
filled  with inventions and concepts birthing. We are natural communicators  as 
teachers, but our abilities to relate to all humans are very slow.  We ask for 
assistance with this and share that love is the platform  we are able to be filled at. A 
loving compassionate relationship will  always bring us back to another being’s 
reality so we can connect  to them.“ 
 
The Blue Crystal Children are divine teachers of awareness with advanced ideas and 
an advanced methodology of sharing information through communication.  They are 
unlike other children in that they stand out as analytical  and as being very 
interested in the details of all in life. The detail  of everything except human 
relationship, fascinate them. They sometimes  recognise they have difficulty with 
relating without words and without  detail, and ask to be assisted to connect deeply, 
just through the heart, to other humans. They have great connection with all they 
see, hear and experience but find it difficult to connect to anything that  others 
experience unless they see it or feel it. They are deeply sensitive  to feeling and 
experiencing in the present moment, and these feelings  are very deep if their minds 
have connected to the details of any journey  or situation. They can be highly 
emotional in times of release if they  have experienced someone near them in pain 
or trauma, and these emotions will be extreme if their minds have received the 
details of this trauma. They are delicate emotionally in the presence of any other 
stressed  soul due to their crystal child matrix that is a natural healer for  all souls. 
 
The Lotus Children 
 
“We are the Lotus children and we are very close to the Buddha  light that lives 
within all beings. It is the stillness and our clarity  that comes when we are allowed 
to be still and quiet. Our greatest  love is the Earth and the many different forms she 
creates such as  the rocks and plants and animals. We are fascinated with the Earth’s  
forms and see beauty within each form. We are here to assist humanity  to see the 
perfection in every form and to accept and love their own  human forms. We are 
here to assist humanity to love their bodies and  the Earth and all the bodies on 
Earth. Our real gift is our patience  and our ability to go deep inside and commune in 
the stillness of the  light. When all in life becomes hectic in our environment, we 
leave  the outer world and go inside to experience the stillness. It is from  there that 
we are given wisdom and love to be in the world. We ask  only one thing of our 
parents, to help us know that we are not strange  or unusual just because we seek 
the stillness and quiet in life. Our  connection to the Earth’s different forms is one of 
our passions,  and also that which we have researched and studied in other lives.  
We have wisdom about the healing properties that each form holds for  all other 
beings on Earth. In this way, we have a unique gift with  medicine and healing that is 
natural to us in every way. We ask for  assistance from our parents and guardians to 
assist us to expand this  wisdom and love for healing. We are different from other 
children as  we are always listening inside and sometimes we forget to listen 
outside.” 
 
The Lotus Children are able to commune with the Buddha heart of all  on Earth. The 
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Buddha heart is a place within all beings that expresses  only stillness and silence. It 
is a place of emptiness and at the same  time fullness. It is the place of being, and 
the acceptance of all  being in divine perfection. It is the deep centre of one’s inner  
light and from this place one is able to receive and experience one’s  wisdom or love. 
The Lotus Children are here to share with all beings,  wisdom about the healing 
power of the body, plants, animals and all  natural forms on Earth. They are keepers 
of the wisdom of natural medicine,  and specifically, the nature of the inner force of 
healing (the light)  that all bodies have within them. They hold gifts relating to this  
area of service and if these are supported to open freely, they will  bring great 
assistance to many as they open to their life of service  on Earth. 
 
The Voidal Children 
 
“We are the Voidal Children and there are many of us birthing  on Earth. We come 
from a different world to Earth, a place of no duality,  a place where only love is 
shared and offered as consciousness. We  do not have bodies where we come from 
so the physical body is often  difficult for us to deeply connect to, and we need 
assistance to anchor  in our physical bodies and to care for them as the rest of 
humanity  do. We come from a realm where many new souls are birthed from or 
formed,  and we assist these souls to birth and change their form. We have come  to 
the Earth to assist all souls on Earth to change their form, their  bodies, minds and 
ways of being to allow them to experience oneness  in being. We speak of oneness 
with other humans, rather than difficulty.  We speak of oneness with their bodies 
rather than dis-ease. We speak  of oneness with their minds, rather than battle in 
the mind. We speak  of oneness with the Earth rather than disconnection from the 
Earth.  This is our path for we hold the love for all souls to experience oneness  and 
change their ways, forms, minds and bodies. Transformation through  love is our 
gift. Our gift of compassion and the direct understanding  of how to assist a being 
when they are not experiencing oneness, come  in many forms of love and 
understanding so this soul can open to this  and create a more loving experience. We 
only ask that as we are supported  to bring our gifts of love, we are listened to and 
accepted, no matter  how wild or untamed we are. We have a wildness that cannot 
be tamed  and a part of us is like the wind. We can be gentle, powerful, stormy  and 
cleansing. We have emotions that move very quickly through us as  we have a direct 
connection to the emotions of all beings around us,  and our way is to balance all the 
environmental emotions. If there  are emotions that are not expressed in the 
environment, we feel them  and release them. This is our way as we hold the field of 
love for  all beings so they may experience a deeper connection to unconditional  
love.“ 
 
The Voidal Children are brilliant educators and also brilliant communicators.  They 
are very interested in people and what occurs within each person.  They are able to 
merge with any person and know immediately what is  going on inside - mentally, 
emotionally and spiritually for that person.  They have a charisma, as they are very 
powerful children. They are  often mistaken for indigo children as they have a 
wildness that is unable to be tamed and they do not resonate with authority on any 
level. They are wild and free and have no boundaries with expressing this wildness 
wherever they wish, if it will serve a higher purpose. As  they are connected 
emotionally to every being in their environment,  they often release energy 
unexpectedly if their environment is deeply  blocked, emotionally. This is a part of 
their wildness expressing itself  when this occurs. This release is of the highest 
priority to them and  they have no way of stopping this from taking place. Each 
voidal child  may be supported by their parents to understand that this is what is  
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occurring when they release. It can be of the highest benefit for parents  of voidal 
children to take responsibility for their emotions so their  home environment is free 
of emotional blockages. 
 
The Silon Children 
 
“We are the Silon Children and we share that we are deeply connected  to the sun 
and larger suns beyond the earth sun. We share that the  sun is the most important 
energy in connection to Earth and it brings  the light to Earth. We are here to assist 
all beings that are unable  to receive the light from the sun, to connect again to the 
sun. We  are here to assist all souls who have fear of the light and a have  a deep 
depression inside. We are here to assist all who have trauma,  memory and difficulty 
with being on Earth to live a full, happy life  on Earth. We have healing gifts to lift 
the old memories from all souls  on Earth and assist them to reconnect to the light 
and the sun again.  We bring a rainbow energy to all souls and it has the power to 
release  all memories of darkness from all souls who receive this rainbow energy.  
Our gift is this rainbow energy we hold inside, and our heart wish  is to help many 
come out of their inner darkness and experience their  joy and light. We, at times, 
are afraid ourselves when adults or other  children play out the games of the dark 
memories and choose to harm  or abuse each other. We cannot understand humans 
that choose this,  yet hold compassion for them and see that they are embodied by 
their  dark memories and it is their inner darkness that plays these games  of hurt 
and abuse with others. We are natural counsellors, yet we need  to learn to not fear 
the humans who are embodied by their inner darkness.  We ask our parents to 
support us and educate us with this, to always  have compassion for the beings who 
are embodied by their inner darkness  and to not be fearful of them.“ 
 
The Silon Children are very kind and compassionate to all other souls  and will often 
take the brunt of negative energy just so the peace  can be held amongst all souls. It 
is for this reason, their parents  are guided to teach them to see the difference 
between love and light  and to remind them that love has the power to heal all, and 
light has  the power to create and magnify all. They are natural channels of love  and 
light due to their loving intention to not judge all beings and  to help all, no matter 
what the souls are doing. They enjoy contact  with others greatly and may tend to be 
very involved in other people’s  relationships. They will learn of their natural 
counselling abilities  and when it is appropriate to offer their gifts to assist others. 
This  will help them in their own relationships, for often other people wish  to be left 
alone and do not want assistance. The children are deeply  compassionate, yet at 
times fearful of the beings they are drawn to connect with. They are attracted to 
people who need assistance with  their innermost dark self. This may create these 
children to have difficulty  if they are not educated about the power of love, and how 
no harm can come to them if they have an open heart, for their love and light 
protects them. 
 
The Obsidian Children 
 
“We are the obsidian children. We have many gifts but our primary  gift is the ability 
to dream and imagine our reality powerfully so  we can manifest our reality as we 
wish to be. We are filled with a  determination that other souls may not have so 
deeply. This determination  is to pave our way and create the life we wish to 
experience. We are  able to manifest and also share with others, how to manifest the 
life  they wish to experience on Earth. We do not create it with our minds  although 
we use our minds to imagine, exactly as our hearts dream it,  our reality in the 
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future. We are directed by our hearts and the dreams  that our hearts give us. We 
focus on every detail with our minds and  hearts and through our gifts we create the 
full reality that our hearts  dream. This is our full purpose in life, to manifest the 
heart dreaming  and to share with others how they can also do this through their 
determination  and the inner focus of their energy. We only ask that our parents not  
be too strict with us, and allow us to dream and speak of our heart  dreams, and we 
ask that they not limit these due to their belief that  we dream of too many 
wonderful things, and that only the lucky people  in the world can have those things. 
We ask to be allowed to manifest  freely that which we dream, and ask our parents 
to believe in us and  learn how to change their reality by dreaming with us as well.“ 
 
The Obsidian Children are brash in their determination at times. They  have strong 
beliefs in the ease and grace of life, and do not believe  in struggle. They do not 
identify with struggle and the belief systems  based on life being limited by 
circumstance, family upbringing, finance,  connections, health, gifts or destiny. They 
hold the knowing that all  beings create their reality and through many lives, have 
learnt how  to manifest exactly that which they wish to experience. They respond  
powerfully to their hearts and the dreaming of their heart, therefore  they are 
passionate children and passionate about their interactions  in life. Each child is 
aware of their life and of each choice they  make in determining their quality of life, 
and therefore they are drawn  to go within when they are required to make 
decisions. They have difficulty  with believing their teachers and parents, and 
relating to their teachers  and parents deeply, if their parents or teachers do not hold 
the same  knowing of this universal teaching in life. 
 
The Blue Rose Children 
 
“We are the Blue Rose Children. We hold a deep connection to  the sacred sites on 
Earth and the angels that bless sacred places.  We hold the gift to create spaces into 
sacred spaces where the energy  of love and light flows powerfully and freely. We 
are alchemists with  sound and our songs open the environments to be cleansed and 
filled  with the love and light of God. We are here to transform environments  from 
places of illness, to places of sacred connection to the light.  We are able to 
transform the energies of illness and sickness to love,  with sound. We have a 
wonderful gift with sound and vibration and are  always happy when we are allowed 
to create sound for transformation  and alchemy. We ask our parents to support us 
to play with sound and  music in a free way so we can be free with this. We do not 
wish to  have a structure within music, binding our sound. We wish to be able  to 
channel it freely for transformation of the energy within all spaces.  We ask that our 
feelings be honoured also as we are deeply sensitive  to the environmental energies, 
and if there is sadness or illness in  the land or in people or animals, then we 
immediately feel it and this draws us to wish to sound to assist the sadness or illness 
to be transformed  and freed.” 
 
The Blue Rose Children benefit from quiet times and soft loving experiences  with 
other children or adults as they are aware of energy deeply and  feel when deep 
wounding is present in the environment. They often wish  to sound for hours and are 
very connected to music because of this.  They are each drawn to their own 
instruments for creating music and their own sacred sound experience. This is unique 
to each of them as  they explore sound and music through their lives. Their gift to 
transform  spaces with sound and assist the transformation of people with sound  is 
immense and profound, and will be their life endeavour and exploration.  The Blue 
Rose is a divine instrument of love and light, offered by  many Ascended Masters to 
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souls or areas where there is deep grief or  illness. The Blue Rose is a sacred 
medicine rose and these new children  each carry this rose in their heart. The Blue 
Rose may be called forth  if you are ill or experience deep grief, to lift these energies 
from  you. 
 
The White Crystal Children (The 6th largest pod of crystal children) 
 
 “We are the White Crystal Children and we are very happy children.  Our light is 
white crystal light and this is a very protective white  light. As we hold this light, we 
often are protectors for others when  they are in potential danger or trouble. We are 
deeply connected to  the large trees and are also protectors for these trees and their 
families.  We often feel them if they are being killed unnecessarily and when  they 
need energy. Our energy is connected to the trees very powerfully.  We naturally 
transmit white crystal light to those in need of protection  without needing to focus 
deeply. We are grounded in white light so  we make strong decisions in relation to 
how we use our energy. Each  one of us has their own unique way of transmitting 
white crystal light,  and it is this gift that makes each of us divine instruments for 
God’s  protection. We are happy as we are always protected with our white  crystal 
light and shielded from fears. We ask our parents to trust  us fully even though we 
often act more maturely than others our age,  and for them to truly know that we do 
have the gifts God gave us to  protect others in a special way. We are not 
overprotective as our light  guides us clearly on when and how to protect another 
with our light.” 
 
The White Crystal Children are guardians for humanity and are deeply connected to 
other guardians such as the older trees or archangels  of the Earth. Their role as a 
guardian creates them to be watchful  of other beings and careful in their nature. 
Their carefulness is not  created through fear, but through higher awareness that 
they sense  through their energy field. They have a natural power to heal through  
their hands, with light, as they carry the white light within them  strongly. They have 
particular gifts also with activating the grids  of the Earth as their crystal energy 
creates this powerfully. They  hold deep respect for all living things and through their 
life have  chosen to care for all living beings. They are natural educators and  
activators of this respect for all life on Earth, because of this gift. 
 
The Pink Crystal Children (The 4th largest pod of crystal children) 
 
“We are the Pink Crystal Children and we are here on Earth to  bring assistance to all 
beings to unite as one. Our gift is with unity consciousness and assisting all to open 
themselves to the oneness.  Our difficulty is that we often live inside ourselves and 
find it difficult  to come outside to be in the outside world. We have an inner world  
of love that we often travel to, to receive love from if we do not  receive it in the 
outside world. We are made from a special frequency  of love that is closest to the 
pink crystals of Earth. These pink crystals  transmit love throughout the physical 
earth and assist us to ground  on Earth. We are not always able to ground as our 
frequency is so high  and we are not always happy to live in a human body when it is 
filled  with density or emotions, repressed from other lives. We are very connected  
to the ancestors of the Earth and the angels of the Earth yet when  we do not feel 
love, we become very lost and find it difficult to be  on Earth. We ask that our 
parents gift us pink crystals and allow us  to speak of the oneness and unity of all 
beings, and not educate us  to be fearful. It is the fear that affects us mostly to 
withdraw from  the outer reality and go to our inner world of love. If we are 
supported,  we will teach about love and unity and assist all to experience the  
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oneness of God.” 
 
The Pink Crystal Children are very delicate in their nature and are  one of the most 
delicate soul pods of the 77 soul pods. The soul of  a pink crystal child has known 
deep oneness with the love grids of  the universe and due to this, seeks this oneness 
deeply when embodied  on Earth. Due to the delicate nature of these souls and their 
sensitivity  to vibration, the children need clear direction and assistance in raising  
their life force or the vibration of their body with clean foods, non-fearful  thoughts 
and clean water. If their bodies and minds are not holding  density, these children 
flourish and naturally bring their gifts of  opening others to unity consciousness, to 
all beings. 
 
The Silver Children 
 
“We are the Silver Children and we are a kindred soul pod to  the Pink Crystal 
Children. We also have a gift with unity consciousness  and it is to assist all to 
receive this love and consciousness. We  are able to assist beings to learn to receive 
again from God/dess directly  in order to hold their power of connection with God, 
and to let go  of any hierarchy or any other being that may have been a bridge for  
this. We are sentients and are able to feel over long distances, all  that is occurring 
in neighbourhoods etc. We do not take on negative  feelings but are able to sense 
them so we can transmit the silver ray  to all souls who need to open their 
receptivity, so they may feel again.  We are able to feel across the oceans to other 
lands, and sense any  occurrence with a large group of souls or with the land. We are 
able  to powerfully receive divine energy and then share this with others  if they are 
willing to open their receptivity and feminine energy.  We are here on Earth to help 
all souls embrace their feminine energy,  their feelings, and bring balance to the 
honouring of the sacred feminine  on Earth. We are also here to assist all mothers on 
Earth to heal their  hearts and be receptive again to love. We hold a protective 
energy for all mothers, and are here to see that they are cared for and respected 
and honoured with love.“ 
 
The Silver Children are able to sense across very long distances,  and support other 
souls to open their inner nature to their ability  to heal any old feelings and blocked 
passageways of emotions. These  children are natural emotional counsellors as they 
are always aware  of the emotions of others and feel inspired to help others with the  
flow of their emotions. They have a strong ability to direct others  in the opening of 
their hearts and living their truth, as long as their  feminine power is respected and 
supported to speak its truth. These  children ask that feelings be honoured and that 
all be allowed to speak  about their feelings and be supported with the acceptance 
and transformation  of these. 
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This article was written by and  is copyrighted to ©Qala Sri’ama Phoenix, June 2005. 
Please network it to all you feel will benefit but as you do this we ask that  you leave 
this credit line and contact, we ask you not to alter the  content. To publish this 
article, you will need the permission of the  author through contacting zy@g-a-i-
a.com 
 

The Fifth Wave of the New Children 
 
by Qala Sri’ama & The Emissaries  of the New Children 
 
Blessings dear ones, we come as a group of Christ Emissaries to introduce the fifth 
wave of the new children to you. Sananda, Kuthumi and Babaji support each of you 
as you receive a connection to the frequency of  this sacred group of souls. As you 
open to this, the Christ heart of  your own divine presence will begin to merge with 
you as we introduce  the first 11 soul pods of the 33 soul pods of the Christ Children 
to  you. These first 11 pods of new children are birthed on the fifth wave  of 
ascension. You may call on this fifth wave to flood through you  to assist your 
journey of integration of all energies you receive through  your ascension. As you 
breathe in deeply, the angels and Christ Masters  will gently step forward to you to 
assist you to open to, and receive  the divine frequency these children bring to Earth 
for you. 
 
The Christ Light Children 
 
The Christ Light children are unique in that they carry the codes  of the Christ for all 
beings to assist all in the evolution of awakening  the Christ light and Christ 
consciousness from within. The fifth wave  of the new children are Christ light 
healers, beloveds. Each one of  the 11 pods within this wave are Christ children, with 
powers of Christ  Light healing and the abilities to offer a complete regeneration of  
the energy body. They are the healers of the mind, body and soul and  have come to 
Earth to bring healing energy forth into the new sciences,  the services of health and 
medicine and into the education centers.  They carry a vitality that is their unique 
frequency. This vitality  allows them to regenerate energetically. Others often need 
to rely  on their energetic connection to plants and animals and nature for  energetic 
renewal. These children have the ability to regenerate their  energy through the 
healing abilities they hold through their natural  vibrational connection to the Great 
Central Sun. Beloveds, these children  often have difficulties with life experience if 
their environments  are energetically unhealthy. This creates the new children of the 
5th  wave to partially go to sleep until their environments are filled with  prana and a 
heightening of healing energies. They respond to sound and healing light and are 
extremely inquisitive souls in regards to  energy and how energy flows or does not 
flow. They are each able to  heal the energy bodies of souls with their ability to 
channel the regenerative  light. They each carry the power to heal with the Christ 
light that  Jesus Christ offered to many on Earth. This ancient science which is  also 
known as faith healing is the basis of all healing that each of  these children hold for 
all beings on Earth. 
 
I share a message and an understanding from each of the 11 pods that travel on the 
5th wave of new children birthing on Earth, so that each  of you may receive from 
your children or your friend’s children,  connection to these waves and soul pods of 
children. As you breathe  in now, the 5th Wave of the New Children begin to transmit 
their love  to you and introduce themselves to you. May you enjoy your encounters  
with them and learn to receive their gifts of assistance as you meet  them. 
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The Dove Children 
 
“I am a Dove child and as one of the soul pods of the fifth  wave of the new children, 
I bring to you the understanding of our hearts.  We hold a gift of unity consciousness 
for humanity and it is our natural  vibration that links souls in group consciousness. 
We often attract  others to us, as we are natural links to bringing humanity together  
through unity consciousness. We offer the understandings to all so  they may 
experience the oneness with each other. Our field of expertise  with the energy body 
is the unified field, and the opening of all beings’ energy  bodies to regenerate 
through connection to the unified field. We are  not scientists, yet the science of 
energy is held by us. We hold humanity  in our hearts and although we have lessons 
with love, we carry a deep  peace with us to support all others to also find peace 
within their  hearts.” 
 
The Dove children hold the ki (light) codes to rainbow healing - a  fifth dimensional 
healing energy for assisting groups that allows all  beings to find their true place in 
organizations or groups. They hold  the abilities that support human society to build 
communities and groups  based on trust. They create this through the healing light 
frequency  of the rainbow energy where all are supported to find their place in  a 
group or organization through this rainbow connection. The rainbow  energy is very 
important to Dove children and if it is in their environment,  the children will grow to 
open their gifts with love. If the Dove children  are placed in environments where the 
natural flow of rainbow energy  is contracted or controlled, they will avoid anchoring 
in their bodies  and live only partially connected to their bodies until they find the  
rainbow stream of energy on Earth to ground their gifts and soul energy  with love. If 
you have a Dove child, the harmonics of music is one  connection to the rainbow 
frequency as it carries a 7 chakra connection.  These children need this 7 chakra 
attunement in their environments  as their chakras need to be supported by the 
rainbow frequency. Each  of these children is a natural healer and their gifts are 
primarily  aligned to healing groups and organizations. 
 
The Arcturian Children 
 
“I come as an Arcturian child to you and share that we hold  the keys of the 
lightbody and of raising the consciousness for humanity.  We have an ancient gift 
with speaking what is needed, to assist another  to know that they are light and that 
they are able to create with their  light. We are healers of the lightbody and also 
have the gift to build  other energy bodies such as bodies of light that co-create in 
group  consciousness. We anchor new energy to raise humanity’s consciousness.  We 
bring a new awareness of energy and the science of free energy to  humanity. Our 
work with free energy is to offer humanity alternative  resources for their sources of 
energy. We bring forth these understandings  for the birth of a new science of 
energy resource on Earth. We each  need assistance to offer this to humanity and 
ask that humanity begin  to believe that the God stream consciousness is unlimited 
and holds  all potential to create a new resource of energy for all beings to  be 
supported and all to be received in harmony with the Earth kingdoms.” 
 
The Arcturian children have an immense energy field and have the power to attune 
to others all around the world through the antennae like filaments of their energy 
body. This creates them to be aware of all energy, long distance as well as in 
synchronicity to their chosen focus  of energy. It is their ability to give free energy to 
others through  no effort or loss of their own energy, that allows their consciousness  
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to also receive blueprints from other children easily. We share that  all children have 
gifts and that the Arcturian children, through their  gifting of free energy to other 
children, are gifted back from these  children, the imprints of their gifts. The 
Arcturian children have  awareness of the gifts of these other children and use the 
imprints  they receive back to assist others. In this way, the Arcturian children  
receive the gifts of other new children and simply use these when they  are needed 
and then return the imprints of these gifts through their  extensive network of 
energy filaments. They also have a power to know  what is able to occur through the 
energy body matrix of another being  and what is not possible as there may not be 
the resource of energy.  They can scan the resources another being holds within and 
guide a  being to know what can be created through this energy resource in 
accordance  to divine law and in accordance to the energetic resource held by this  
being’s energy body. The Arcturian children need to receive divine  assistance with 
their abilities in communication as they often have  difficulty with the earth 
languages as there are a limited number of  words on Earth describing the energy 
system. These children’s consciousness is focussed on the energy matrix and their 
natural communication  occurs through their energy matrix. Offering them a 
language of symbols  (letters of the alphabet) that have no meaning in regards to 
energy,  often leaves them dumbfounded as to why these symbols have no meaning  
on an energy level. The alphabets of the earth originally held meaning  with energy 
and through the translations of many generations, these  meanings have been lost 
and it is for this reason that the Arcturian  children cannot easily respond to 
languages that have symbols with  no energetic meaning or frequency held by them. 
 
The Elf Children 
 
“I come as an Elf child to you and share that our light is focussed  upon the inner 
dwelling of self and the life experience within the  inner worlds. We are guides for all 
others to the spirit world. Our  abilities are to see and hear spirit so we are a bridge 
for all others  who have lost their ability to be touched by spirit. We are guides  for 
all souls to the inner world, and are bridges for all souls on  their journey into the 
spirit world. We are quiet in nature and feel  most comfortable in nature with the 
earth spirits. Our power is communication  with the earth spirits through the heart 
and through our sensory bodies.  We have only one thing to ask of humanity and 
that is to accept our  guidance as spiritual guardians. We share that spiritual 
guardianship  comes in all forms, and our pod, as elf children are the spiritual  
guardians of the new children of Earth. We often are mistaken for ancestors  as we 
carry an energy of regeneration and healing that is as powerful  as the ancestors. We 
are not ancestors of the Earth but each one of  us has been connected to the star 
seeding of the Earth. We carry the stories of star seeding and hold the power to seed 
humanity’s consciousness with the gentleness of the earth spirit and the rainbow 
bridge connection to the spirit world. We are here to take all beings  on inner 
journeys to meet the spirit world so they may release their  fears of the spirit world 
of Earth and connect to this sacred world  where their power lives.” 
 
The Elf children are emissaries with unique gifts as bridges for the  spirit world. Their 
messages come from within, as all elf children  have direct connection through their 
hearts to the spirit world. They  are natural mediums for spirit with the heart 
intention to assist all  beings to make an easy and graceful transition into the spirit 
world  and the after life. They each carry the power of healing that comes  from their 
direct contact with the spirit world and many of them have  gifts as light surgeons, 
and spiritual healers of either the mind,  heart, soul, body, earth or spirit. They often 
travel into the inner  worlds of spirit to assist souls in their transition and offer 
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healing  to souls during these times. As they do this, these children appear  to be 
daydreaming or in another world and we ask each of you to be  aware that they are 
in contact with the spirit world. Each of these  children ask that they be allowed to 
hold this contact without interruption,  as often when their parents interrupt their 
connection to the spirit  world, they are unable to complete the transition of the 
healing energy  they were sharing with another, who is either leaving their body or 
birthing into a new body. As doorway keepers, they support souls on  their journeys 
and if they are blocked in doing this, they often find  it difficult to be happy. Their 
happiness and fulfilment comes from  bridging the physical and spiritual world and 
they feel trapped if  they are pressured or forced to only identify with the physical 
world.  When this occurs, they loose their own spirit connection and deep depression  
occurs. 
 
The Lakura Children 
 
“I come to you as a Lakura child and share that we hold the  love and light to 
support all beings to meet the Divine Mother energy  in life. We are Divine Mother 
emissaries that support all beings to  make a clear connection to the mother 
frequency of nurturance and divine  sustenance. Our path is one with the Divine 
Mother, directed by this  inner force of love and with the intention to support all to 
be nurtured.  We naturally nurture all as this is part of our inner nature and as  we 
nurture others, the Mother nurtures us. We often find ourselves  with those who 
need the most nurturing in life as the mother force  guides us to be of the highest 
assistance to those who are under nurtured  as souls. The nurturing of all souls is 
our heart dreaming and we hold  a vision of the world on Earth, with all souls 
nurtured in their heart  dreaming. Our hearts link together to hold all beings to be 
supported  to allow the mother frequency to support and nurture them in life and  to 
let go of the old patterns of not receiving nurturance in life.  We hold this as a group 
consciousness for humanity and come to Earth  to bring the seeds of a new nurturing 
energy. We are guided to plant  these in all forms of structure and organization on 
Earth, and to support  humanity to include nurturance in their lifestyles and in 
conjunction  with their life choices and changing consciousness.” 
 
The Lakura children are child mothers who will always place the considerations  of 
others, equal in consideration to themselves. It is their most powerful  gift, to always 
hold all beings equal to themselves. As channels for  the mother frequency, they 
nurture easily and do not use any of their  personal energy when they nurture 
others. They draw on their power  to heal and open their channel to the natural 
frequency of Divine Mother  from the energy field of Earth, and draw this loving force 
around another  who needs this loving force. This act is as natural as breathing to 
them, and in no way can be separated or stopped. All parents of Lakura children are 
asked to accept their children’s gifts of nurturance  and to support this, so their 
children may also be nurtured. When a  Lakura child is asked to not nurture others, 
their own connection to  nurturance is blocked and these children become full of grief 
and have  no sense of direction in life. Their gifts of nurturance are their  guides to 
all of their life force and if this gift is not encouraged  with love, a part of this child 
begins to die inside. The Lakura children  have an intimate connection to the 
butterfly kingdom and hold the ability  to communicate with the butterflies. It is the 
butterflies that bring  messages from the Divine Mother. The Lakura children are 
natural healers  of the emotional body and hold all the keys needed to allow the 
emotional  body to be free. 
 
The Vermillion Children 
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“I come as a Vermillion child. We are also known for our connection  to the diamonds 
on the Earth. These diamonds and rivers of diamond  light that run through the body 
of humanity and the body of Earth,  are our energy connection to humanity and 
Mother Earth. This diamond  pathway of liquid light intelligence is our field of 
expertise with  energy. We are keepers of the diamond pathways and hold the ability  
to attune and open all beings’ diamond pathways. We have a clear  connection to the 
divine qualities of God consciousness and hold a  knowing of the qualities that have 
been embodied by a soul. We are  aware of that which has truly been learnt and that 
which is only held  as a concept through the mental body. We are able to guide all 
souls  to truly change their consciousness by initiating themselves as souls  to the 
divine qualities of God consciousness. We keep and care for  the invisible rays and 
diamond pathways that allow the divine qualities  of God consciousness to flow 
through a soul easily. Our greatest gift  is our ability to transcend the old 
consciousness and assist all beings to liberate their consciousness.” 
 
The Vermillion children hold the energy connection for all beings’ initiations  of 
enlightenment and the embodiment of God consciousness. They are  natural healers 
of the Christ light that carry frequency for all to transform from their old initiations in 
life and leap in consciousness  to embody a completely new consciousness through 
every aspect of their life. All Vermillion children have a special touch and when they 
place  their hands out to channel light, healing occurs instantly within the  energy 
body and this frees up a being to be able to leap in dimensional  consciousness 
almost instantly. We ask that all of these children be  supported to give frequency to 
others who need this frequency through  their hands and touch. If a Vermillion child 
is not supported to touch  others and share this frequency with an attitude of light, 
they often  begin to shut this gift down due to a belief that others do not need  it. If 
they shut this gift down, they may also hold the belief that  others do not need them 
and they have nothing of worth to give to society  on Earth. Their touch is 
fundamental to their ability to experience  their hearts open, in freedom on Earth. 
 
The Sapphire Children 
 
“I come as a Sapphire child and share that we are also quiet  inside. We are healers, 
yet we do not speak of our gifts as healing  as they are different from the gifts that 
humanity are aware of as  healing. We are inventors of new forms of healing that 
involves the  science of energy and the Pleiadian love and light frequencies. We  are 
not on Earth to focus on healing, but to support all beings to  own their own power 
as healers of themselves. Our gifts are based on  a higher awareness of the gifts of 
healing that others may awaken to  heal themselves. The sapphire consciousness is 
a consciousness of radiance  and our role with all beings is to support them to 
experience their  inner and outer radiance. It is through the empowerments of a 
soul’s  own inner force and power of transformative healing, that the radiance  is 
reclaimed. We bring delights and gifts to all who wish to heal all  in their life and act 
as guides to all who choose to walk their path  with their inner power to change. We 
carry a motivational confidence  and each of us will learn to speak to others so as to 
encourage others  to be empowered in a special way, allowing their inner radiance to  
be reclaimed. Empowerment that suits each soul in their own special  way is that 
which we are here to support and encourage in other being’s  lives. We accept all 
paths and all being’s ways as equal, and hold a special gift that may support each 
being to find their radiance within.” 
 
The Sapphire children are divine emissaries for the law of divinity  and as emissaries, 
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hold and anchor this law on Earth for all beings.  Their ability to see or honour the 
divinity within all beings allows  their unique frequency to be received by all beings 
including those  who may be shut down energetically or are in pain emotionally, 
mentally,  spiritually or physically. They carry the codes of divinity and offer  energy 
to others in accordance to the situation a being is experiencing.  They are co-creative 
in business, as well as within the world of healing  and transformation. An inner 
clarity will birth through each of these  children if they are recognised as divine in 
life. If they are criticised  or abused with negative energy, they will close down their 
gift to  protect their radiant heart. Each one of these children are keepers  of the 
radiant heart and are able to support a soul to re-open their  heart after closing it 
due to negative experiences. Their speciality  in healing the energy body is with 
opening the heart or healing the  wounded heart and with the activation of the 
radiant jewel within one’s  heart, one’s divinity. As these children develop, they ask 
to  be seen and recognised as a divine child. This is all they need to  open their gifts 
in this life. 
 
The Lama (Emerald & Green) Children 
 
“I come as a Lama child and I share that we hold the energy  of the portals of the 
Earth with our hearts and breath. Breath is our  power ally, and we are earth guides 
to humanity’s true connection  to the breath of light. It is the light within each breath 
that we  come to assist humanity to embrace and to support humanity to embrace  
the light through their first in breath with every new birthing. We  are here to bring 
new forms of birthing to Earth. We speak of children  birthing and also all new 
creations that are to be birthed on Earth.  Within every new birth or creation, the 
light is either present in  the beginning of this journey or it is not fully present. Our 
gifts are to support humanity to connect to the light within each first breath  of every 
project and every new child’s birth. Our gifts with  humanity’s energy body are 
related to the light cord of each  new child or new project anchoring into the earth. 
We are here to hold  the energy as directors of this light energy until humanity is 
educated  about energy and they are able to take responsibility for the anchoring  of 
the light energy with each new birth.” 
 
The Lama children are souls that carry a liquid green and emerald  light within them. 
It is this light that grounds the light cord of  a new soul on Earth or any new creation 
or project on Earth. The Lamas  of Tibet have a deep connection to these children 
and often act as  spiritual teachers to these children on the inner planes until they  
are 14 years old and each of these children has developed their gifts  more deeply in 
their earth life. Each of the children is able to harness  large amounts of energy for 
humanity’s healing as a collective  or for Earth healing. They hold no focus on 
individual souls, as they  are here to assist the collective of all souls within humanity 
to ground  their light through their breath. They are here for group contact and  to 
support group projects to manifest with the light of God/dess. Each  of these children 
asks for only one thing as assistance, and that is  to receive support with their inner 
guidance. They often have difficulty  relating to being a personality as their 
consciousness is a group consciousness  and they are not used to being individual as 
a state of consciousness.  Therefore their inner guidance for themselves is not 
always easily  accessed due to their difficulty in receiving guidance for their 
individual  nature as a being on Earth. To assist them, all parents and guardians  can 
gently teach them that it is appropriate to receive energy and  guidance directly from 
their hearts for the benefit of themselves. 
 
The Topaz Children 
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“I come as a Topaz child and share that we are activators of  the energy body and 
the consciousness of all souls. We are here to  open all beings to their clear light 
frequency and the flow of this  celestial light. The joy of being alive on Earth is met 
through celestial  energies flowing through the mind, heart, soul, body and spirit of  
a being on Earth. We are clairaudient with all beings and are able  to hear their calls 
to receive healing and opening to their joyful  consciousness and the clear light 
frequency of their soul. Our topaz  frequency naturally clears the energy dampeners 
that a soul may hold  within them, that may create a partial blockage to their clear 
light  frequency. We also hold a crystalline consciousness similar to the  crystal 
children. This allows us to open our consciousness and powerfully  manifest through 
our thoughts. As we hold this gift, we do request  that we receive education on how 
to direct our thoughts positively at all times otherwise we may manifest a negative 
reality. We also  ask that our parents and teachers embrace their thoughts and learn  
how to direct them for we learn through direct experience by being  with our parents 
and our guardians and learning how their energy works.” 
 
The Topaz children are facilitators for the enlivening of the soul  through the 
activation and clear flow of a soul’s clear light  frequency. They often have difficulty 
with communicating clearly if  they have not received the support of their parent’s 
clear light  frequency. The Topaz children see the reflection and oneness with all  and 
identify themselves through the connection of their hearts to their  parents and if 
this heart connection is not clear and flowing with  love, the Topaz children soon 
become deeply affected and find themselves  with difficulties in communicating 
clearly. This is due to the repression  of energy and if a Topaz child represses 
energy, this locks the chakras  of communication, instantly creating either difficulty 
in breathing,  speaking or with communication. We are asking all parents of the 
Topaz  children to teach their children to always express their feelings and  thoughts 
as when these are repressed, they powerfully block the child’s  development, more 
so than other children in this regard. 
 
The Blue Children 
 
“I come as a Blue child and share that we are keepers of the  blue ray. We are 
deeply connected to the new technologies birthing  on Earth and to the advancement 
of consciousness through the assistance  of new technologies. We are extremely 
multidimensional and often unable  to be in groups due to our multidimensional 
awareness and sometimes  we have difficulties integrating energies we receive 
through some structured  forms or groups. We have a passion for advancing our 
consciousness  yet our energies, when misdirected, often hold us back from being 
able  to achieve our goals. We need assistance with opening our hearts to  the world 
as our multidimensional awareness sometimes creates us to  close and focus only on 
ourselves. The feelings and thoughts are often  so complex that when we are in 
structured groups that do not support  us, we are unable to direct our energy clearly 
and we often direct  it in several directions at once due to a confusion we experience 
through  a non- grounding of our multidimensional awareness. We are here on  Earth 
to bring new technologies based on clean energy to the Earth,  and to support the 
advancement of consciousness through clean energy  resources and technologies 
that do not harm the Earth. The blue ray  when activated, opens our gifts of new 
ways of working with energy  for healing and creation. We are asking for assistance 
with integrating  our multidimensional awareness, as when we are unable to 
integrate  these gifts, we often close down to society and the world and specifically  
to any structured groups we have been participating in such as schools  or group 
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activities we chose to be involved in. We ask for our parents  and guardians to teach 
us how to live in the world with love and be  in group with our multidimensional 
awareness open to all energies.” 
 
The Blue children hold the connection to the multiuniverse for all  new children and 
anchor the blue ray on Earth. It is of primary importance  that they are supported to 
speak their truth for if they become patterned  in dishonest behaviour, they loose 
their connection to their hearts  and begin to live life and make choices based on an 
illusionary reality  that is not based on their open heart. Each new Blue child birthed  
on Earth, assists in the cleansing of the oceans and waterways as each  Blue child 
carries a unique frequency that naturally cleanses the waterways.  They each hold a 
deep connection to water and all water beings. If  they are living their truth, they will 
want to be in the water or near  the water as much as possible to create balance 
within their energies.  If they have closed their heart and are not living their truth, 
they  may hold an avoidance of the water due to a fear of the power that  water 
holds and the fear of change that water brings when it cleanses  energy from a soul. 
All Blue children hold a deep purpose within and  are led by this purpose encoded 
within them through the blue ray of  truth. It is not until each Blue ray child soul 
chooses to live their  truth 100% that they are able to activate and know their 
purpose. Their  purpose is so deeply encoded, that it is felt within by the Blue ray  
child and this may create anger and frustration if this child is not  aligned to their 
heart. All parents and teachers of Blue children are asked to support them to become 
aware of their feelings, as sometimes they have difficulty in truly contacting their 
feelings due to the  intensity of the blue energy. 
 
The Amber Children 
 
“I come as an Amber child and share that we are deeply connected  to the trees and 
ancient pathways of lava on the Earth. We hold healing  gifts with the skeletal and 
muscular system of the human body and come  to Earth to move powerfully within 
the physical body. It is the development of the power within the physical body that 
we are focussed on, as we  feel ourselves through the power of the body. Our energy 
has the most  potent synergy with the physical plane when the body is empowered 
with  great flexibility, strength and the powers of endurance and discipline.  We hold 
the ability to strengthen the physical body and guide all to  open their physical body 
to receive empowerment and strength through  its connection to Mother Earth. The 
Earth spirit speaks to us and our  greatest gift is our ability to see the flow of the 
earth current through  the body and where the body needs to receive the earth 
current. We  are aware of humanity’s need to open their bodies to the Earth  current 
and offer our gifts in healing, and our connection to divine  energy to assist this. We 
only ask that we be listened to as we are  often mistaken for other children and our 
gifts are not always fully  received by humanity as the earth current’s connection to 
the  physical body is only just being explored by humanity.” 
 
The Amber children not only carry the power source of Earth and the  earth current 
as their natural energy connection, but they also hold  the awareness of how the 
earth current can heal all within the physical  body and regenerate all systems of the 
body to flow with life force  and vitality and power. As each being identifies with their 
own body  and its ability to flow with life force, they are able to recognise  the need 
for a greater flow of earth energy within the cells to allow  the regeneration of every 
cell. It is the Amber children that carry  the frequency to open the cells of the 
physical body to the earth current  if they have become polarised and closed to 
energy. They invite you  to receive from them, the healing of your cells and an 
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opening to the  earth current again. As you breathe in, call to them to gift this 
healing  to you. They ask humanity to be aware of the cells and how every thought  
and feeling and action affects the field of all cells of the body and  either creates the 
cell to flow with light or to stagnate with negativity  or fear consciousness. They ask 
humanity to become clearer on a cellular  level by choosing not to be negative in 
their outlook and to choose  to see the most positive outcome in any situation in life. 
 
The Golden Celestial Children 
 
“I come as an Golden Celestial child and share that we are carrying  the celestial 
consciousness which ignites the inner joy in all beings  to open, and to be expressed. 
We are clairsentient and feel all forms  of energy within our environment or within 
any beings who are in our  environment. We carry the celestial energies that are a 
feminine light  from the celestial realms of the heavens. All beings have wings in  the 
celestial realms so we have a deep connection to all winged beings  on the earth 
such as the birds and the angels. We are fifth dimensional  healers of the energy 
body and our focus is specific to the chakras  and the ignition of the light within each 
chakra. We are happiest when  we are creating joy and synergy with others and we 
are unable to relate  to beings who are experiencing deep disharmony. When we are 
with them,  it feels like they are from another world that we have not lived on,  as 
we have no experience of the disharmony they seem to be affected  by. This 
sometimes affects us to close down our energy, as we need  the understanding of 
what these beings are feeling to be able to share  our frequency with them to bring 
out more of their joy. We ask all  of our parents to show us how to understand and 
be compassionate to  those in situations we have not experienced. We are here to 
create  joy and to develop our compassion through new understandings of 
humanity’s  energy.” 
 
The Golden Celestial children are very light and free in their consciousness.  They 
surf on the higher waves of energy that humanity shares. They  have the ability to 
lift all beings out of their tensions and small  stresses through their lightness and 
positive focus. They have little understanding of beings that have experienced abuse 
or those with very heavy energies. They tend to skirt around beings with heavier 
energies due to their lack of resonance with heavier consciousness that is made from 
trauma or deep fears. In this way, although they are here to embrace  unconditional 
love of all beings and be open to all beings, they need  assistance in relating to those 
on Earth who have no joy and have never  experienced joy in life. They come from a 
world of joy where all beings  are joyous, so their light, free expression of joy is 
powerfully healing  to all. To truly open these gifts, they need assistance with the 
embrace  of all beings, even those who have no joy. The Golden Celestial children  
are connected to the Crystal children and share similar gifts with awakening the 
minds and hearts of all to the New Age and to a new consciousness  based on 
unconditional love and soul freedom. 
 
 
Beloveds, the first five soul pods (Dove, Arcturian, Elf, Lakura and Vermillion 
Children) are also keepers of the Holy Grail and are able  to connect to this sacred 
healing vessel (the cup of the Christ) to  attune beings to their path as a Christ Child. 
The next three soul  pods (Sapphire, Lama and Topaz Children) also share the gifts 
of vision  and a unique ability to see probabilities or the highest potential  
possibilities in accordance to the divine laws in life. The last three  soul pods (Blue, 
Amber and Golden Celestial Children) share the ability  to support all souls to anchor 
in the body and open to their God stream  or God consciousness through the chakras 
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and energy body. Each of the  last three soul pods also have a deep connection to 
the flames of the  holy spirit and as they grow older, and if they open their spiritual  
paths deeply, they hold the gifts to activate others on their spiritual  paths with 
these sacred flames of Godhead. 
 
These 11 soul pods of the fifth wave of the new children, share a  journey of 
embracing the light within all and assisting all to open  to their Christ light within and 
to their power of healing themselves.  Each one of them knows within that all souls 
hold the power to heal  themselves, and some of these souls are also gifted in 
offering assistance  with the healing of another. As you complete reading this article,  
you may wish to invite some of these sacred Christ light healers to  bless you with a 
healing. Lie down and call to only one of the soul  pods and ask them to share their 
healing frequency with you in divine  order for the highest potential healing and love 
experience. 
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This article was written by and  is copyrighted to ©Qala Sri’ama Phoenix, October 
2005. Please network it to all you feel will benefit but as you do this we ask that  you 
leave this credit line and contact, we ask you not to alter the  content. To publish 
this article, you will need the permission of the  author through contacting zy@g-a-i-
a.com 
 

The Sixth Wave of the New Children 
 
The Divine Mother through Qala Sri’ama  Phoenix 
 
An amazing grace anchors with each of the souls of the Sixth Wave  of the New 
Children as each of these children carry the codes of divine  grace with them to all 
beings on Earth. This allows them to soften  and cushion all situations with divine 
grace, beloveds. Their very  presence brings grace to all others who are with them. 
These children  are Christ children birthed on the 6th Wave of Ascension and each 
one  of them is deeply connected to the Divine Mother and they carry various  
qualities of Christ Consciousness through their feminine stream of  consciousness 
and their connection to the Divine Mother. They are soft,  nurturing and carry the 
true energy of mothering for all beings. 
 
The Divine Mother offers us understanding of each of the 11 pods of  the 6th Wave of 
New Children, and understandings of the rays of grace  and elixirs of grace as she 
introduces each of the soul pods of the  new children to us. May you be blessed by 
visitations of these children  and their gifts, as you receive this connection to each of 
the pods  through the Divine Mother. May they support you to recognize them if  you 
meet them physically, and may your inner contact with the souls  of all children grow 
through this divine offering. 
 
Beloveds, know that the souls of all children are calling for us to  recognize them 
truly, and open new levels of communication with them  through connection to them 
as souls rather than as little people. They  ask each of us to recognize the wisdom 
and immense assistance they  may carry for us energetically, and the new approach 
they may bring  to life that may lift us from any conditioned ways of being, any 
limited  forms of thinking or limitations to our dreamings, or the application  of our 
actions towards our heart dreams. 
 
They ask us not to try to teach them to stop dreaming for it is the  very thing that 
shuts down their hearts and closes or binds their gifts  and consciousness. They ask 
us to dream with them again and to allow  ourselves to recognize that childlike 
dreaming is the very essence  of our innocence and a higher virtue offered to us by 
our God Presence.  They share with us that our dreaming is a form of contact with 
the  spiritual planes and when we close it down we trap our consciousness  in the 
physical, emotional or mental planes and lose our conscious  contact with our Spirit 
and Divine Presence and the Great Mystery of  Life. 
 
The Christ Children Of Grace 
 
The Sixth Wave of the New Children carry the codes of divine Grace  that are able to 
assist all beings in the evolution of awakening their  Christ consciousness on Earth. 
The following 11 pods of new children  are also known as The Christ Children of 
Grace due to the energetic  influence of grace they have on other beings in their 
energetic field  of influence. As they grow older and open more to the light of their  
Divine Presence, each of these children have the gift of being able  to expand their 
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energy bodies to be very large and to fill whole environments  and communities with 
the divine energy of grace, bringing peace, stillness  and tranquility and love into the 
field of all beings within this environment  or community. They have been called to 
Earth and bring their peacemaking  gifts with them through the divine blessings of 
the grace they carry  as souls. May you enjoy connecting with them, as the Divine 
Mother  and groups of the new children from the spiritual planes now begin  to focus 
their love on you as you receive an introduction to each one  of the 11 pods of souls 
that form the soul family as the Christ Children  of Grace. 
 
The Pink Rose Children 
 
Blessings come to you dear heart as the Pink Rose Children begin to  fill your heart 
with pink roses from the spirit world. The roses soften  your energy to allow love to 
flow, even through all energies of density.  The pink rose energy dissolves dense 
energy to allow the innocence  to return to the heart of a being if their heart has 
been filled with  energies of density. Beloved hearts, these children know only love  
and are innocent to the ways of the world and the world’s harsher  energies. Their 
innocence is so pure they are unable to understand  how humans hurt each other, 
hurt animals and other beings. They are  unable to fathom this within their minds as 
children, and tend to react  deeply to others that do this. They do not react with 
anger or judgment  but they feel the pain that is created by hurtful actions and react 
with deep tears and shame. Beloveds, know these children’s greatest  gift is their 
pure love and innocence that cannot be broken. Even after  being in the presence of 
humans that hurt others, and witnessing it  and reacting to it, they are unable to 
hold a view that the being they  witnessed harming another will always harm again. 
They are unable to  judge humanity and through this beloveds, it is the Pink Rose 
children  that hold full faith in humanity. When they react, their tears release  the 
pain they experience through witnessing negative situations and  instead of judging 
that being, they will hold the faith in all beings  and support and nurture all beings to 
choose their most innocent path  in life no matter what they have done or been 
involved in throughout  their life. They are a comfort to all who are unbefriended and 
they  are able to make friends with all beings through their innocence. Know  
beloveds, their love and purity makes its difficult for others to make  them a target 
for hurtful behavior. They are here to support all beings  with love through the 
cushioning of the pink rose energy they carry, and to bring grace to those who have 
been judged and disregarded by  others in life. They are natural consoling angels 
who allow all beings  to feel loved and nurtured. Embrace them as they come to you 
and bring  their love through you now. 
 
We are the Pink Rose children and our gift is to always be able to  see and connect to 
the genuine heart within all beings. We carry this  gift for humanity and offer this gift 
with love to you, as we now surround  you. We hold the gift of bringing back 
connection for a being to their  genuine self, through holding faith and non-judgment 
for them and holding  their hearts open to their choice that they may live in 
accordance  to their genuine heart. We are aware that God created all souls equally  
and that although souls become lost and afraid and other negative energies  may 
affect them, they are still always a child of God on the path of  mergence with God. 
Our hearts hold the pink ray and we are able to  infuse all beings with this ray when 
we sit with them in unconditional  love as a support to them. This fulfils our heart 
and is our sacred  gift. It fulfils us to experience another being comforted by the 
Divine  Mother’s love for them. We ask our parents and friends and all  of humanity 
to accept us as we are and ask that you not try to create  us to be judgmental or 
fearful of others who appear damaged, or try  to teach us that our innocence and 
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love is not a sensible act and we  are being silly. We are grateful for who we are and 
the gifts we carry  through our innocence. 
 
The Aquamarine Children 
 
The Aquamarine Children hold an amazing clear view of life through  the love and 
aquamarine energy held within their soul frequency. Beloveds,  these children gather 
around you now to support you to open to a new  perspective in life with clarity, for 
this is their gift of aquamarine  energy. It raises the awareness of a being to be able 
to clearly see  the possibility of a new outlook. This new outlook is not based on  
competition or comparison but is based on all beings receiving the  highest for 
themselves, and all beings experiencing a divine outcome  rather than a loss to their 
beings. Their divine grace flows through  their ability to share a new view, with every 
being receiving a winning  experience, and through the potential choices that may be 
made to create  all beings to be supported, rather than only thyself or one being 
receiving  a highest potential outcome. The Aquamarine children are birthing on  
Earth to question your outdated beliefs that do not serve humanity,  and specifically 
those beliefs that separate you or isolate you from  others. They have strong 
personalities that will gently soothe and nurture you as a soul yet simultaneously 
open your mind to a new outlook, and question your old outlook that may not serve 
all souls. Beloveds,  they are uninhibited with this form of confrontation as it is their  
natural way. 
 
We are the Aquamarine Children and we ask for acceptance in our speech and 
intentions. We work deeply with our inner knowing and wish to share that we are the 
children in the classroom that question all that is  occurring and do not stop asking 
the questions. We are the children  that refuse to accept that it is just the way it is, 
and continue to  question until another way is reviewed and offered as a solution to  
outcomes that do not raise all beings’ vibrations. We are the  anarchists amongst the 
group in all classrooms and although we are  expected to question all, we are asking 
that we be accepted for the  giftings we have for all beings. We are aware of another 
way that will  serve all beings and we ask all of our parents, friends and teachers  to 
recognize the gift we carry for all. We ask that we be acknowledged  as souls who 
have come to bring grace to the path of change and transition.  We are able to 
immediately sense if a choice will benefit all beings  and we are unable to understand 
why humanity chooses a path that does  not support all beings, if they are aware of 
an alternative path. Our greatest difficulty and pain is witnessing humanity make 
choices when  they are aware of another path that brings all beings a higher form  of 
service. 
 
The Pleiadian Children 
 
The Pleiadian Children come to Earth in large groups and bring the  gifts of the art of 
remembrance to all souls. Beloveds, these children  carry the grace in their hearts to 
be able to remind all other souls  of who they are, and support them to connect to 
the centre of their  heart. Each of these divine children carry the codes of 
remembrance  and have chosen to emanate these to as many beings as possible on 
Earth  once they incarnate on Earth. These children are sacred artists and  it is 
through sound and art that they will share this gift. They carry  the golden thread of 
inspiration for all beings to find their way in  life and it is their Pleiadian energy that 
reminds all beings that  it is safe to be alive and walk their path in this life. They 
carry  the gift of love and are reminded each day that there is a special task that 
they are here for on Earth, and that every step is a step  towards creating this task. 
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Each one of them are creative in their  approach to their life task and each one is a 
keeper of understanding  in relation to all souls’ life tasks. They have the gift to help  
another soul find their path and remember that there is a special task  they have 
come to Earth to fulfill. They hold the blessings from the  Pleiades for all beings and 
it is this frequency that brings the grace  of safety and security to all beings. 
 
We are the Pleiadian children and it our destiny to assist as many  people as possible 
on Earth find their way home to their heart. We  are aware of whether a being is 
connected to their heart, or if they  have had an experience in life to close down 
their connection to their  heart, or even if this soul arrived on Earth with their heart 
already  closed before their incarnation on Earth. Our greatest gift is the  recognition 
of another beings’ heart and their conscious connection  to it and what it will take for 
them to grow into their heart rather  than away from it. We carry this gift and wish 
to share our grace with  all of humanity so they remember their truth and divinity. It 
is difficult  for us to be with souls of humanity when they choose to move away from  
their heart continually. These ones who choose the self-destructive  path are unable 
to be helped by us for they use their will to change  their path. We are here to 
support all souls not to choose this path and to encourage all souls to walk the path 
of remembrance with us.  We hold our hearts open to all beings yet when a soul 
chooses the self- destructive path three times consciously, we are only able to pray  
for them, as the grace we carry cannot support them to awaken. Our  deepest heart 
wish is that all souls will awaken to the light within  prior to choosing the self-
destructive path, for we are aware of the  depth of the self-inflicted pain that is 
created through this path  of unconsciousness. 
 
The Golden Rose Children 
 
The Golden Rose Children hold the grace for all beings through their  divine abilities 
to enhance the highest qualities of others rather  than focus on that which all souls 
have difficulty with, or their ungraceful  qualities. These souls are here to support 
and teach all souls that  they do have higher qualities and gifts, and that grace can 
be created  in their lives and their lives can flow with love through a simple  focus on 
sharing these qualities with others, even if their other,  more ungraceful qualities 
produce negative experiences for them. These  children are aware that every soul 
carries a higher quality and it  may be unexpressed due to other beings not believing 
that they are able to express their divine qualities of light. These children look  for 
the higher quality in a soul, and focus their relationship on this  aspect of the soul in 
sacred support of their expression of this quality  in their life. Blessings of grace pour 
forth from these souls to any  other soul who embraces their higher qualities of 
consciousness. It  is the Golden Rose children that are able to lift a soul’s 
consciousness  into the light as they embrace this higher aspect of themselves with  
love and reclaim their higher qualities of Christ consciousness. 
 
We are the Golden Rose children and we have no need to be anything  in this world, 
but of service to others as they develop their Christ  consciousness. We are playful 
and excited by the lifting of a soul  into the light. We have come to Earth to support 
the many souls who  are trying to find their way into the light again and have come 
to  be loving supports to all beings to open to a higher expression of  love with all 
others, and to those who are making a conscious choice  to let go of their past 
behaviors that do not serve them and others.  We hold the light for all in the process 
of transforming their oldest  behavior patterns. You may call on us to support you if 
you are trying  to let go of old behaviors that do not serve you. We are able to bring 
the grace to you that you need to allow this path to be easy, as the  golden rose 
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vibration we carry lifts all old behavioral patterns into  the light and purifies them 
with the love of the Divine Mother’s  heart. We ask only one thing of humanity, that 
we may be seen as pure,  for often we are seen and rejected by others who do not 
wish to recognize  their negative behavior patterns and let go of them. We are often 
rejected  by those who fear the light, and by those who fear the transformation  of 
the old emotions, as it is our frequency that activates this fear  within them. We ask 
our parents, family, friends and teachers who are  stuck in old behavioral patterns, 
to not reject us because when they  are in our presence, they are more aware of 
their old patternings and  limitations than when they are not with us. 
 
The Opal Children 
 
The Opal Children are offering all of humanity a deep connection to  their divine 
presence and spirit through holding the opal energy for  all beings on Earth. It is the 
opal energy that allows a soul to receive  the grace to know that their spirit is with 
them and they are not alone  in this world. It is the opal frequency that ignites the 
soul to be  aware of their spirit ever present with them, and to recognize they  are 
supported by their Divine Presence - their enlightened self in  life. These divine souls 
are bridges to the spirit world and have the  gift to see and hear spirit in the 
presence of others. Often they receive  messages of grace for those they are with, 
and know things about other  beings that only their spirit is able to know about 
them. Their gift  is not to be a spiritual guide but to be a connector for all souls  to 
their spirit, and assist all souls who are alone in the world to  know their spirit and 
divine presence is with them and caring for them.  From birth, these children carry 
this gift of awareness of the spirit  of all others they are with, and have the grace 
and energy to support  a soul who is isolated and feels the loss of passion for life to 
reclaim  their passion and direction again. 
 
We are the Opal children and we carry the Christ awakeners in our  hearts. We are 
here to assist those that are to awaken the Christ consciousness within all beings 
and support them to truly know who they are. We are companions to these 
awakeners and are to bring strength to them and  hold the light for them. We are 
not awakeners of the Christ consciousness  but carry the compassion and love to 
support all beings that are awakening.  We ask humanity to recognize that the 
children are also a part of the  new society and age of awareness that is forming on 
Earth and we play  an essential role in bringing the new energy to Earth that will lift  
the old consciousness that affects most adults in this world. We are  asking all adults 
to recognize that there is a new consciousness and  it is birthing through us as 
children and to let go of needing to lead  us and instead, make a choice to step 
beside us and listen to us before  trying to guide us. We share that our opal energy 
gives us the ability  to know if the guidance we are offered is truly heart based or 
whether  it comes from the old consciousness and energies of limitations. As  Opal 
children we will question your guidance for us if it comes from  the old consciousness 
and we often rebel when forced to do this anyway  against our free will. We ask for 
the freedom to do what truly resonates  to our hearts rather than what has always 
been done in the past. 
 
The Venusian Children 
 
The Venusian Children carry the sacred flame of divine union and female/male  
balance and hold this balance for all of humanity as humanity learns  to bring love 
and honesty into their relationships in life. The grace  of Christ consciousness is held 
through their Venusian frequency that  balances male and female energy and unites 
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the male and female energy  of any being whose heart wishes to experience this. 
The Venusian children  are here for fun and games based on the love vibration, for a 
divine  exploration of relationship, and for the balancing of all energies  that may be 
experienced within relationship, through love. These children  balance the energies 
of any relationship just through their very presence  and this occurs just by being in 
their sacred company due to their  Venusian frequency. These children are here to 
create new relationships  that are based on a higher frequency and a new 
consciousness, allowing  all souls to be free in their expression and open to the 
explorations  of divine union. They are future teachers of relationship and the union  
of male and female energies based on unconditional love. 
 
We are the Venusian children and our intention on Earth is to explore relationship 
with an open heart and offer the codes of male and female balance to all who are in 
relationship. We invite our parents and our  friends and family to recognize that we 
relate differently to other  souls as we carry gifts and a grace within our energy that 
others do  not carry. It is a golden light that balances the female and male energies  
that we carry and it also balances all male and female energies within  all beings that 
connect deeply with us. We are able to share our gifts  through a deep heart 
connection and ask that our parents be more open  hearted when with us, so they 
may be activated with the energy we carry  to balance their inner male and female 
energies. We share that what  we hold energetically will create your relationships to 
change and  will create all battle within and all battle of the sexes, to dissolve,  and 
all anger to be released. Just through sitting with us and receiving  our love and 
heart connection, your energies will be balanced within  and all will be calmed and a 
new relationship will develop. 
 
The Andromedan Children 
 
The Andromedan Children are extremely playful and joyful in their connection to all 
other souls. Their natural resonance is to merge  with all souls and as they do this, 
they bring the grace of a celestial  love to all beings that offers all beings a 
reconnection to all that  they may have shut down to, and closed their minds or 
consciousness  to, that once brought them great joy. The grace these children hold  
for all beings beloved, is held within the Andromedan frequency of  their souls and it 
is this divine energy that is a part of these children’s  soul makeup that allows a soul 
to feel supported and comfortable enough  to open their consciousness again to the 
beauty and joy of specific  experiences they may have chosen to shut down 
previously. These children  carry specific codes to allow a being to accept their past 
and their  past choices with non- judgment, and also simultaneously remember the  
joy they had in other lives or earlier as a child, that they may have  had through 
opening to new divine encounters. These children are here  to assist all beings to 
open their consciousness to new experiences  that will release their joy from their 
hearts and to encourage all  souls to follow the guidance from their hearts. 
 
We are the Andromedan children and we are excited for all beings in opening their 
joy and highest potential to have joy within new experiences  in their lives. We are 
deeply connected to the child aspect of all  souls, and it is our unique frequency that 
supports the child aspect  to begin to learn to fully trust again, that which will bring 
them  joy. We offer it to you now and send our love to you, and as you receive  it, 
the child within you becomes more peaceful and centered and more  open to the new 
that may occur to you. We are keepers of the mystery  and the joy that is held 
within the mystery of life. We wish to ask  only to be honored and for our joyful 
intentions to be heard and not  squashed by the voices of the adult within you. We 
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ask you to listen  to us and the truth we hold for you, that joy is possible and 
eventually will occur to you if you are willing to be more open to seeking joy  and 
reclaiming your joy with love. We will assist you to find all lost  joys again and 
reclaim these, and allow the old things that gave you  joy to return easily to you 
again. This is our gift; let us share it  with you by being with us and listening to us. 
We have gifts of sound  to open the lost joys to be found again and this frequency 
will come  through our voice or our songs to you to assist you to find these again. 
 
The Sirian Children 
 
The Sirian Children are very kind, considerate and friendly, yet they  fear at times 
that they are not loved by humanity. They are unique  as their minds see all 
multidimensionally and they see many angles  of the same thing at the same time. 
They are unable to see life linearly  as many other souls do, as they are born on 
Earth with their multidimensionality  awakened in their minds, and they often 
experience life as a movie  or a divine play they have chosen to live within and 
cannot take anything  too seriously at any one time. They therefore have difficulty in 
having  a standardized conversation about linear life, as they do not connect  to their 
experiences linearly. This creates many of them to develop  their minds and search 
for the answers to understanding life very early.  They have a great natural ability to 
work with all forms of energy  and make great students of energy, as this is the very 
basis of their  multidimensional experience in life. The gifts they hold are with 
assisting  other souls to connect to their multidimensionality and their ability  to be 
flexible and see life through many angles and develop an evolution  of their personal 
overview. They are able to share wisdom and the grace  of their energy to open 
another soul’s consciousness to their multidimensionality, when they wish to 
experience more than one view  of life and open their mind to the many views and 
angles on life. They  bring grace to that experience through their energy and 
therefore hold  great gifts as teachers, for the expansion of a being’s consciousness. 
 
We are the Sirian children and we often feel out of place in this  world and need 
grounding, as our multidimensional minds often take  us on journeys out of this 
world and when we return we often are bored  with our earth journey. This tends to 
create us to not fully understand  the joy of the body so we need to be encouraged 
to exercise and play  games in the body if we are to fully ground in our bodies. Our 
gifts  are the awareness that there is more that we can see in life, and it  is available 
to all of us if we choose to believe in more than what  we can see. We are activators 
for others so they can open to more than  they can see and trust in the mystery of 
life and the energy of their  multidimensional self. We offer to all beings, the grace of 
Christ  consciousness, specifically through our energy that raises another being’s 
multidimensional awareness. Energy experiences occur  to others who are with us 
quite often as our energy opens their consciousness  to experience energy and the 
unseen mysteries with us. We just ask  for all of humanity to understand us and help 
us ground in our bodies  through fun forms of exercise, like games with our best 
buddies. 
 
The Amethyst Children 
 
The Amethyst Children are graced with the love and divine frequency  that 
transforms all to love. Their energy and personalities are supportive  to all beings 
that need to transform negativity with grace. They carry  the codes for graceful 
transformation and all beings who are in their  environments, are supported by their 
natural frequency. They are aware  when another soul is deeply letting go or wishing 
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to let go of negativity  that is held in their energy body, and silently hold the energy 
for  all souls in this experience within their communities. They are children  that 
choose to wait for another soul rather than choose to walk on  their own, as they 
truly enjoy the company and benefit highly from  the company of other souls. It does 
not matter to them whether the  other souls are happy, sad, peaceful, angry or in 
any other state of  consciousness. They are just happy to be with other souls no 
matter  what state their consciousness is in as they truly enjoy all soul’s  company, 
and their own frequency creates them to be unaffected by any  soul’s state of 
consciousness. 
 
We are the Amethyst children and we share that we have violet bodies  and we love 
humanity. We specifically love humanity and love to be  with all human souls as they 
are transcending and transforming as a  collective at this time. We have come to the 
Earth to specifically  assist humanity in their transformation and bring grace to this. 
We  have many things we wish to experience while we are here and every  one of 
them involves contact with our fellow humanity. We choose not  to be alone, not due 
to fear of this, but due to loving other soul’s  company. We ask our teachers, 
parents, friends and family only one  thing, and that is to not force us to do things 
singularly or individually  as we are group consciousness souls and we naturally 
connect and work  in group with other souls. We flourish in the presence of the group  
and a part of our heart closes if we are forced to have no company  or forced to 
create alone. Let us be in as many groups as possible for this is our nature, to 
connect with as many souls as possible. 
 
The Lemurian Children 
 
The Lemurian Children offer each soul on Earth the divine opportunity  to embrace 
the feminine self with the highest potential love. The feminine  self in all souls brings 
the qualities of our receptivity, beauty,  compassion and acceptance of all that is, to 
one’s soul. The  Lemurian children hold the frequency for all souls to receive their  
feminine energy and to open their divine flow again, bringing these  qualities back 
into each soul’s life. They hold each soul in  their hearts if they recognize the 
feminine energy is not fully flowing  through a soul’s heart. The Lemurian children 
are able to connect  all souls to the Divine Mother again and to allow the love and 
beauty and compassion and receptivity to fill the soul and fill the heart  of that soul. 
It is through another soul sitting in their presence  with their heart open to these 
children, that a soul is able to receive  the energy from a Lemurian child. 
 
We are the Lemurian children and it our heartfelt dreaming to awaken  the divine 
feminine in all souls again. We carry the grace for all  souls so their connection to 
their feminine is filled again with ease  and grace. We are here on Earth to open the 
passageway between the  heart of all souls and the Goddess vibration that is held 
latent within  all souls. Our hearts are filled with this vibration and when we share  
our heart’s energy with other souls, they receive a remembrance  of their own divine 
feminine connection. Our only wish or request of  our parents, teachers and friends 
or family is to be honored for this  gift. We ask to be accepted for holding this 
connection for all beings  and ask that our feminine sensitivity be supported when 
the masculine  energies are stronger in our environments as our feminine energies  
may feel unsupported. 
 
The Rakuna Children 
 
The Rakuna Children surround you now and invite you to receive from  them now as 
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they bring the grace of a divine, clear, bright and peaceful,  tranquil mind to you 
through focusing their love on you. Each of these  children love to shine and have 
very bright personalities. They hold  the grace of peaceful personalities, and within 
their hearts are the  codes and frequency that brings peace to all soul’s personalities.  
As they focus on you, they offer you a large amount of their frequency  as one of 
their gifts is to stabilize all soul’s personalities  and assist their personalities to be at 
peace. They hold the ability  to harmonize all within a soul’s personal experience so 
all souls can integrate all of their experiences. Their frequency brings integration  to 
one’s personality and just through being in their presence  with an open-heart 
connection to them, they are able to offer all beings  integration of all experiences, 
bringing peace and tranquility to the  personality. 
 
We are the Rakuna children and we share that our spiritual connection brings a 
transformation to all soul’s deepest personality fears.  We have come to Earth to 
help all souls integrate their personal experiences  and transform their personal fears 
and raise their consciousness. We  are able to lift these personal fears through the 
codes we hold in  our heart and as we do this, the codes of grace we carry for all 
beings  dissolve the deep fears that affect the personality. Our greatest dreaming  is 
for humanity to personally experience God through the expression  of their God 
Presence in their lives. Our one request with assisting  us to offer our gifts in relation 
to this, is to receive encouragement  and support for our dream for humanity and 
not to be held back through  disbelief that humanity cannot experience God or the 
Divine inside  themselves as a personal experience. 
 
As all new children of the Sixth Wave surround you now and begin to  bless you with 
their frequency and gifts, they share that their heart  wish is for you to recognize 
them when you encounter children in your  life and when you are aware there is a 
Sixth Wave child with you, to  smile and talk to them inside your mind. They ask you 
to let them know  that you recognize them as a Sixth Wave Child. 
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This article was written by and is copyrighted  to ©Qala Sri’ama Phoenix, October 
2005. Please network it to all you  feel will benefit but as you do this we ask that you 
leave this credit  line and contact, we ask you not to alter the content. To publish 
this  article, you will need the permission of the author through contacting zy@g-a-i-
a.com 
 

The Seventh Wave of the New Children 
 
Qala Sri’ama and the Divine Mother, Sananda  and Mary 
 
Blessings from the Divine Wisdom Teachers of Ascension, 
 
We come to you as Mary, The Divine Mother and Sananda, to share our message of 
love with you about the birthing of the new children of  Earth and the very special 
energies they carry for you. They are here  to awaken you and enlighten your soul 
beloveds, and assist you to know  you are love, and that the truth of this love is able 
to shine as a  brilliant, radiant light within you. They are here to show you the  path 
that you may have forgotten, that is your heart path, and bring  it to you in 
celebration of your humanity here on Earth. Dance in the  heart of these new 
children beloveds, for they each bring a high frequency  to you. This 7th Wave 
carries the message of your original Christ heart,  your connection to the oneness, 
your unity consciousness and your connection  to all beings. It is the web of life that 
they understand and live  in connection to within each breath, and all in their life is 
directed  through this sacred breath. They will create you to remember that your  
soul has a purpose and this purpose is not just to do all the things you have never 
done, but it is to do all that you wish to experience  with a very new energy, with 
unconditional love. They will come to  you and ask you to do all that you do 
differently, beloveds, for their  central truth is that you are one with them and there 
is no separation.  May the blessings fall upon you and all you are connected to in life  
physically, and may these blessings guide your soul to a path of love  and oneness in 
this life. As you meet each soul pod of the 7th wave  of the new children, receive 
their blessing as they come to you. If  you are blessed to have one of these children 
in your environment,  take not of their qualities so you can understand their energy, 
their  intention or their actions more deeply. Remember that what may be important  
to them, may not be important to you, but if you receive their blessings  you will be 
awakened to a new perception of life and you may choose,  through your open heart, 
to then appreciate what means so much to them.  The Children of Oneness care 
deeply about the experience of unity and  offer their service to all beings with the 
heart intention of always  bringing experiences that bring the divine union of souls. 
 
If you are so blessed to have children, or to work or be in connection  to some of the 
new children (0 to 22 years old), you are touched by  the divine frequency they carry 
as souls. This message and the previous  6 articles that have been written about the 
77 pods or soul families  of new children, is a gift from the heart of God so that all 
parents,  teachers and carers of the new children may be able to recognize the  gifts 
and needs of each child they connect to through their hearts.  Know beloveds, that if 
you wish to receive the gifts from your children,  you must have an open heart to 
them and be able to open your own heart  as a child of God. As you recognize how to 
free your own child nature,  you will come closer to the truth and joy that the 
children have for  all on Earth, and be able to truly receive the gifts that each child  
brings to Earth. Imagine a society built through the expression of  a soul’s gifts and 
you will see the highest potential of your  society, beloveds. These children are the 
future of your society, so  you are asked to teach them through your open heart and 
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your wisdom,  and not through the wounds of your own child nature. We ask each of  
you to address that which you may carry as wounds from your childhood  and forgive 
this, so the freedom of your relationships can grow with  the new children. 
 
Beloved hearts, as mothers, fathers, brothers and sisters of light,  we are calling to 
you to recognize these children’s gifts and  to feed each of their souls with what they 
may need, energetically  and practically, so they may walk forward and develop their 
gifts of  light. Each one of you has been given these children by God, to not  only 
support and care for, or guide, but to also assist you to develop  your love and light. 
They carry the energy you will need to receive,  to be opened on a heart level to the 
next level of your being. To grow  with these children is the greatest gift they can 
give you, so we ask  you to give them all they truly need as children. Place this 
before your other priorities and know that it will feed your children more  than any 
physical belonging that you can work for and that brings you  the money to buy it. 
Remember beloveds, that which they need from you  for their growth as a soul, you 
are unable to buy. Know that the children  God has brought to you, are the children 
you have the special energy  and gifts to care for, for as long as you recognize your 
own gifts,  you will be able to give all children the love they need to open their  gifts. 
Our special blessing to you is the ability to connect to them,  and to know them. You 
may do this by asking them, when looking into  their eyes with an open heart of 
love, what wave they come from (1  to 7 waves) and which of the rays of the wave 
they belong to (1 to  11 pods). Once you have received the two numbers, know 
beloved that  you may receive the readings about this pod from the wave articles  
that are a gift of love. Just look into their eyes and hold a deep connection to them 
and ask the two questions gently with love, and  these ones will be able to tell you 
from their open hearts, beloveds.  Another way is to use your guidance or a 
pendulum if you need a tool  for this. We bless you beloveds and ask you to be the 
Guardians of  these Children with love. 
 
The 7th Wave are the Christ Children of Oneness 
 
Beloved hearts, the 7th Wave of the New Children are the last wave  of children to 
be shared with you, completing the introduction of the  77 pods to you. If you have 
not received the understandings of all  the other six waves or 66 pods, you may 
connect to all previous issues  of the Sedona magazine or the website www.g-a-i-
a.com to receive these.  This 7th wave of 11 soul family pods all share three 
common energetic  experiences with each other. The first is that they are all unifiers,  
and this creates them to want to create unity amongst all people and  creatures 
through all of their experiences in life. They hold grief  deeply as souls when unity is 
not present within the environment they  live in, and they are often highly sensitive 
to new environments if  they are lacking in unity consciousness. Therefore, if people 
in their  environments are not working together or living together in harmony,  it 
affects the consciousness of these children deeply, and they are often only able to 
experience peace through creating something that  causes all beings to unite and 
work together for the highest good of  each other. The second most common and 
unusual energy that each of  these children hold, is the power of synergy where 
experiences take  place through synergy. These children are very creative and their 
creative  energies are very advanced, and synergy is created by them merely 
through  their thinking and their thoughts becoming a reality very quickly after  this. 
This is a psychic gift yet is not a psychic gift of communication,  but is a gift of 
creation through synergy. Unusual and beautiful experiences  usually manifest 
around these children if they have open hearts and  think of new and beautiful things 
in their contemplations. 
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The third common energy or gift they share is that they have the ability  to temper 
their emotions. They all share a happy temperament naturally, unless their 
environment is non- peaceful and all beings are not united  in their environment, and 
then they may display energies that will  bring beings together to unite. Sometimes 
this is expressed as tears  to bring unity to all beings through their compassionate 
heart, and  at other times if they are not expressing their natural happiness,  they 
may be receiving the group’s energy of unrest and transmitting  this to clear it. As 
these children are unifiers, they do not place  beings through labelling them or 
behind walls. They feel the oneness  with all beings and sometimes this oneness is 
the expression of the  unexpressed feelings of those around them. In ancient times 
this gift  was called empathy, yet these children are empathic; they are naturally  of 
a happy temperament unless the greater energy of the group of people  or creatures 
in their environment are unhappy. These 11 pods of the  7th Wave of the New 
Children carry the codes of the oneness for all  beings on Earth. They are here to 
master their environments and change these to a higher vibrational energy so that 
they may express their unconditional love to all beings – which is their soul purpose  
in this incarnation. Due to their deep connection to the oneness, they  also do not 
focus on their individual nature as they think in the “we “consciousness  or group 
consciousness about all in life instead of thinking in “me “consciousness  about their 
individuality. 
 
The Chiron Children 
 
“We are here to offer the love of God to all beings by assisting  them to accept 
themselves as divine and in the perfection of God’s  love. It is all beings’ perfection 
that we see and know to be  our truth. Our message is that all beings are divine and 
all carry  the love of God, and if they share it with all they meet, they will  live a life 
of shining the light to all they meet. We choose this path  and it is our natural heart 
connection that offers love unconditionally  to all beings. It is the energy of 
unconditional love that allows us  to see the perfection in all beings. We accept all 
beings as they are  and this is our gift in life. We ask that we just be accepted as we  
are and that others also see our perfection. We are here for this experience  and the 
experience of uniting all beings to accept and recognize the  perfection in each other. 
Our difficulty comes when we are given too  many possibilities, for we know no one 
way and cannot chose easily,  for we are able to see the perfection in all paths and 
possibilities.  We ask for assistance with our choices as this is difficult for us  and we 
sometimes struggle when we are offered individual choices. We  often choose that 
which suits all beings for we have difficulty thinking  about our individuality and 
choosing something just for ourselves.” 
 
The Chiron Children are deeply connected to the Christ realms through  the trees of 
the Earth, and their connection to the trees provides  them great nurturance in times 
of difficulty. Giving any Chiron child  a deep connection to trees as they grow older, 
is the highest possible  gift that they can receive as it assists the energy of their 
heart  to grow larger. Through their connection to the trees, they are able  to ground 
easily and release any difficulties they may have of life  in an individual body. The 
Chiron Children, like many of the children  of oneness, have not known lifetimes as 
individuals before. They have  incarnated as a group consciousness energy spirit like 
the angels,  yet never incarnated within humanity before. So for many of them, this  
is their first life and it is difficult as the group consciousness  within society is not yet 
functioning in a clear state of group consciousness.  May you be blessed with their 
love as they offer you an image of the  perfection of your soul, exactly as you are, 
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and they call to you to  know that all Chiron children see your perfection, and they 
invite  you to accept yourself exactly as you are. 
 
The Golden Crystal Children 
 
“We are from the Great Central Sun and beyond, and have come  to Earth to bring 
joy through the crystalline heart and intelligence  of all beings. We have chosen our 
parents for their interest in technology,  science and their ability to also serve all 
beings with love. We are  here to support all beings we meet to receive their deeper 
connection  to the golden light and love held in the Christ grids. Together, with  
many ancient beings here on Earth, we are keepers of the Christ grid  and we are 
always aware of the energies traveling through the Christ  grids. For this reason, we 
are susceptible to the tall tales of all  beings as we are often unable to distinguish a 
beings’ fantasy from their reality. If it is their heart dreaming and they would like  
this, we are aware that their fantasies could become their reality.  As others speak to 
us, we are unable to filter the information as others  do, as our Christ consciousness 
creates the hemispheres of our brains  to emerge. Therefore we do not function in 
society in the same way.  We are here as doorkeepers to show other children the 
way home to the  open heart, and how to merge and connect to the Christ grids if 
they  lose their way. We are spiritual guides of the soul and do not have  the ability, 
as yet, to guide ourselves physically. We are here to  learn about the physical path in 
life and how to create this whilst  carrying an extraordinary gift of spiritual guidance 
for all souls  in life. We ask for assistance with the physical aspects of life as  we do 
this.” 
 
As guides for others, the Golden Crystal Children deeply carry three  gifts in their 
hearts. The first is the gift of surrender and peace.  The second is their ability to 
know the Christ heart of all beings  and know how to connect a being to the Christ 
grids so they may receive  their Christ consciousness again and be able to be guided 
by their  spirit again. The third is their ability as telepaths in the spirit  world. This 
last gift is the gift they use to receive guidance to take  other souls on journeys into 
the spirit world. They are often able  to guide a soul to meet with their spirit again 
and it is their first  joy to create this so as to reignite the fibers of joy in a soul’s  
heart again. Through this gift, these children are able to support  many to receive 
their gifts as souls again and to awaken their heart  dreams again. They carry such 
wisdom in regards to their spirit world,  that many other children are naturally drawn 
to them for counsel if  they are having difficulty in their lives. 
 
The Peach Children 
 
We are the Peach Children who carry the peach ray for all beings,  to bring peace to 
the minds of all souls, and a radiant compassion  to the hearts of all beings. We are 
deeply connected to the path of  the bodhisattva on Earth and do not understand 
why souls choose the  path of destruction or desire when they could choose the path 
of freedom,  peace and love as an alternative. We are here to learn about this and  
understand through compassion, all beings that choose this path of  destruction or 
desire. Our wisdom comes from our hearts and the lives  we have previously served 
as bodhisattvas. We come from the stars to  birth on Earth, to bring the new 
frequency of a deeper, compassionate  nature to all beings, and to gift the codes we 
carry for the strengthening  of compassion, inner peace, and a reconnection to the 
deeper levels  of peace found through connecting deep within, to one’s inner  nature 
as a Buddha of compassion and peace. As children, we are often  found sitting very 
still in silence and we wish to share that we are  in meditation with the peace found 
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on a deep level that is beyond all  the business and confusions, questions, answers 
and mental communication.  Due to this, we have difficulty being present with long 
hours of study  unless it allows us to meditate, so we are often found daydreaming  
and meditating during our classes. We ask that our parents and teachers  
understand our need to meditate as it is our essence, and is what we  are here to 
teach others to integrate through their development of  compassion and inner peace. 
 
The Peach Children are in service to all beings and are guided by  their inner self 
deeply in life. They often do not fit into family  life or school life if their mediation 
and quiet time is not accepted,  recognized, honored and encouraged in life. If this is 
accepted and  encouraged, they excel at all they place their energy into, although  
they are unable to interact in non peaceful activities such as battle  or arguments, as 
it moves against their very peaceful and compassionate  nature. They tend to avoid 
any communities or groups that are not at  peace, or able to find peace through their 
heart connection, and often  are found alone, living without community due to this. If 
these children  were recognized and valued for their gift, they would become the 
peacekeepers  and mediators of the community and respected for their deep inner 
connection  and their incredible awareness of what creates peace through 
compassion.  The children ask for their heart dreaming to be recognized by their  
parents, grandparents and carers so they may offer their gifts to all  beings and 
support the natural energies of peace and compassion to  develop in many being’s 
lives. 
 
The Magenta Crystal Children 
 
“We are from the other side of the Pleiades and beyond, and  we bring the magenta 
crystal heart to all beings who have lost their  innocence and faith in relation to 
creating their reality. We bring  the frequency of faith to all being’s abilities to create 
if  we are supported to speak our truth and share our open heart connection  with 
them. Often we are over-protected by our parents for we have chosen  parents that 
do not hold faith in their ability to create, so that  we may assist them. We carry the 
medicine for them to bring back their  faith in their creative selves, yet if we are 
over-protected, we lose  our connection to our gifts and then lose connection to 
ourselves. We ask our parents to be truthful with us and for them not to smother  us 
as it creates fear around us. Our gift is joyful, playful and so  easy to receive if all 
beings are ready again to believe in themselves.  It is through all beings holding a 
belief in themselves again that  they have the faith to create their lives with flow, 
joy, grace and  ease. We ask that we be supported to share our faith and true 
knowing  of the many possibilities that all beings are able to create. It is  this that 
fulfils our hearts as we encourage others to know they can  have the freedom to 
create their dreamings from their hearts, and the  only key they need, is to believe.” 
 
The Magenta Crystal Children are calling for all beings to meet a  deeper side of their 
hearts, where the heart is able to extend out  to all beings on the Earth in 
compassion and love, sharing their love  equally with all beings. They hold the gift 
for humanity to remember  that we are one with each other and through this, each 
one of us is  a petal in the larger heart of all beings. It is through this vision  that the 
Magenta Crystal Children guide their lives, unless they are  overprotected and fear is 
placed upon them. They are in deep need presently  for their parents to recognize 
them and choose to allow them the freedom  to give from their hearts freely to 
others, as it is this that fulfils  their soul more deeply than any other activity. They 
also hold a deep  wish to have a period of their life in stillness and they have the 
patience to know that this may not come into fruition until they are  truly accepted 
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and functioning in the world as who they are truly.  They ask for assistance with this 
so their place in the world may shine  for them, as many of them could become lost 
without the guiding hand  of love supporting them. 
 
The Blue Celestial Children 
 
“We are the Blue Celestial Children and we carry the deep oneness  for all beings’ 
minds and bodies. We are here on Earth as we  carry specific medicine to assist 
humanity’s minds and bodies  to find balance and freedom and oneness in life, and 
to release old  curses, pains or sufferings that they may hold from other lives. We  
come from the celestial realms and bring truth with us to assist humanity  to free 
themselves of any limitations, false beliefs, old perceptions  and agreements that 
they may have created in other lives or dimensions.  We carry the gift of full 
awareness of divine truth and are able to  support a being to release their personal 
truths to find a higher truth  that serves all beings. We also carry a joyful and playful 
outlook  on truth in life, and are not able to be serious about this although  we carry 
great connection to it for others, as guides in life. We understand  that all in life is 
able to transform and change easily, and that no  matter what is occurring, it is all 
just a momentary experience that  does not refect upon the divinity and oneness of 
all souls, yet offers  all a personal experience of either joy or pain in accordance to 
the  beliefs systems or personal truths each soul gives energy to. We are  here to 
guide all beings to find their path to expressing their lives  through truth so they may 
create their experiences to be fulfilling,  and birth their joy again. Our purpose is 
simple as we are here to  reflect the truth back to all beings until they see it for 
themselves. We often do this through play and through light communication, over  
and over again, until the being we are reflecting receives their divine  truth and is 
able to let go of their old truths that do not serve them. 
 
 The Blue Celestial Children have an immense connection of awareness  that is very 
natural to them and does not need to be created by them  in life as it flows through 
their consciousness and is their essence  of connection to the oneness in life. This 
awareness is a large sphere  of energy that surrounds them and from this large 
sphere of divine  energy, they are able to know the truth of all situations, even 
before  others contemplate or begin to have questions. These children are here  to 
teach others in the future, from this higher awareness, and they  need the support 
specifically from their mothers to allow them to speak  their truth even if it is not 
proven and known by others. Their awareness  allows them to know that which is 
unable to be seen and known by others.  Their knowing comes direct from the spirit 
world or from blue light  that is one of the colours that holds divine truth as energy 
and consciousness.  As they offer this higher awareness, it is the blue light that fills  
others who are willing to receive this from them, recognising them as truth keepers. 
These children need to have their gifts recognised  and have permission to speak 
these truths freely even if others do  not have this awareness. 
 
The White Rose Children 
 
“We are sacred hearts who hold the love for all beings and hold  each one as a petal 
within our own hearts. The white rose is a light  of the most delicate form and we 
carry this delicacy of love within  our hearts for all beings. It is our connection to the 
most delicate  part of another being that is our gift. We hold the awareness of 
knowing  how to support a being in their most delicate state with their 
transformation  and alchemical purification. We are alchemists yet we hold the 
oneness  and a clear understanding of the intimate self of a being. It is the  most 
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intimate parts of self that we are here to support to open these  hearts to all that is, 
to consciously embrace the oneness of love again.  We are deeply grateful for the 
journey with all souls for allowing  their connection to us to the most intimate and 
delicate part of their  soul nature. It has been a gift, and each time we meet new 
souls, we are gifted with a new connection that is so precious to us for it is  through 
our connection to the delicate aspects of another, that we  are able to know 
ourselves as God knows us. We are able to share our  gifts and truly love in an 
unbounded form and know ourselves through  this experience. We thank all beings 
and their intimate and delicate  selves for this. “ 
 
The White Rose Children carry the ability to attune to all beings  in a non- 
confrontational manner, where their gifts of attunement to  the intimate self are 
honoured and respected by all others. They are  able to raise the vibration of all 
beings through their sacred energy,  for the divine frequency of the white rose is 
able to lift deep fears  from a soul’s heart. When they focus on the unified field, that  
is part of their mastery, all dissolves within the field of their environment,  and all 
beings in the presence of these children then experience a  lifting of their vibration 
instantly. Their gifts are not often seen  by others, and due to their group conscious 
or unity consciousness  nature, unless they are aware of others with this gift, they 
tend to  not use this gift. Often instead of this, they find themselves expressing  for 
other people who cannot accept their intimacy with love, and sometimes  this is a 
painful expression. This does not support them to be free,  yet it does free the pain 
of others who are connected to them that  are unable to receive conscious 
connection to their most intimate heart.  If the group consciousness of beings around 
them does not offer a place  for their gifts, they are unable to express their gifts 
clearly and  they often take on the wounds of intimacy of others to assist them.  
When these children birth to Earth, they attune to the largest group  of souls on 
Earth to try to merge with them, and often merge with humanity’s  collective 
consciousness which presently holds fears of intimacy. Some  of the children 
experience negative behaviours as they pick up on the  group-consciousness 
behaviours. The White Rose children need those  around them to accept their gift of 
intimacy. The White Rose children  do not judge the most intimate parts of all souls, 
but have the gift  of unconditional love and acceptance of each one of them. These 
children  also need to be connected to the angels, otherwise they tend to merge  
with the populus of humanity and they tend to become insecure in the  world and are 
unable to attune easily to the unified field of love.  If they are connected to the 
angels of Earth, they will merge with  them and find peace and great awakenings to 
their gifts of love in  the world. 
 
The Alpha Centauri Children 
 
“We are the Alpha Centauri Children and we are here to support  all souls to 
acknowledge their divine heart as a doorway to their divine  joy and freedom. We are 
a group consciousness that does not know our  individual power as yet, so we often 
feel powerless unless we are working  in group consciousness. We carry the gifts of 
the Star Lily that offers  freedom to all beings who have not yet acknowledged and 
awakened to  the power of their heart. We come to Earth as so many on Earth are  
unaware of the power of their own heart to create their own freedom  in life and to 
manifest their joy in life. We carry the love frequency  for all who have not realized 
this, and carry understandings and the  energy to support all who have not yet 
awakened to their heart dreaming,  and for those who have closed their heart and 
live only in their minds  at this time. We come to support all who have no conscious 
connection  to their heart, and to teach them that it is possible for them to create  
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something that fills them with love and to live a life based on love.  We are 
awakeners and have the ability to support a soul that has closed  their heart to their 
own dreaming, to be able to acknowledge the power  of their heart and their ability 
to create a loving reality and life.” 
 
The Alpha Centauri Children are also known as the Lily Star Children.  They carry 
great ability to synchronise with other souls so they can  merge with any other soul 
no matter what state of consciousness a soul  is emanating. They can attune to all 
souls immediately and understand  all souls without them having to express their 
feelings and thoughts  to them. They are empathic and also often telepathic, yet 
these gifts  are used as one gift to support their energy to merge and synchronise  
with another soul while they are with them. Each Lily Star child is  directly birthed 
from Alpha Centauri (a star in the heavens), to the  Earth, and their frequency of 
light is a similar vibration to the star,  Alpha Centauri. These children are 
immediately aligned to their highest  dreaming by looking at the star Alpha Centauri 
in the night sky. It  immediately lifts their consciousness to their natural vibration. 
Often these children have difficulty as the vibration of their energy body  is affected 
by the solar flares that affect the earth, and these can  create headaches for these 
children if they are not in connection to  the stars consciously. Taking star children 
camping under the night  sky balances their energy so the solar flares and the 
possible increases  in flare activity do not affect them negatively. 
 
The Hathor Children 
 
“We are the Hathor Children and we are deeply connected to Venus  and the group 
heart of all beings. It is the interconnected nature  of humanity we are here to 
support, and the immense rays of gratitude  that we are here to express. We live in 
gratitude and reverence to  all beings. Our hearts are eternally grateful for our ability 
to give  freely in service to all beings. We are here to give everything away  and as 
we do this, we are aware that God will bring to us, that which  is for us. We carry no 
sense of need for our personal selves and when  others talk of having something for 
ourselves, we cannot relate to  this and find it difficult to have relationships with all 
beings because  of this. So many relationships are based on exchanging things 
rather  than on the creation of love. We are often confused by humanity’s ways of 
relationship and we are here to offer a new form of relationship based only on the 
creation and generation of love. In this relationship,  we are aware that the only path 
as a generator and creator of love  is the path of giving all through the open heart 
and releasing all  fear of holding on to anything for self. Due to this, we carry the  
great heart wish to be of service to all, and find that we are guided  to offer all 
beings, the awareness that they will receive their true  needs for their happiness and 
heart fulfillment through giving freely  with their greatest power of love. 
 
The Hathor Children are sensitive to the needs of others before their  own needs, 
and carry the divine realization that when they give to  others that which they need, 
their own needs are taken care of by God/dess.  These children have large hearts 
and when they speak, they speak of  the needs of other beings, for God shows them 
that which is truly needed  by others. These children are deeply connected to the 
angelic heart  of all beings and they are able to sense the presence of each soul  and 
the gifts of each soul. They are aware that if a soul receives  what it truly needs, the 
soul will be able to open its gifts and share  them with all others in their life. They 
often give away all that they  own to those that may benefit from them as they each 
carry the charitable  heart of God within them. These children are unable to hold 
onto anything  for themselves unless it is a part of what they truly need. Therefore,  
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they often have difficulty receiving things that are not needed by  them and are 
unable to appreciate them as others do. They are unable  to appreciate material 
goods if they do not need them and they often see them as worthless unless they 
are connected to supporting a soul  to receive their true needs. These children are 
deeply creative and  also have the ability to work with many different projects at 
once  and co-ordinate these. They are not able to focus on the material nature  of a 
project but instead, hold the gift of being able to oversoul the  creative process. 
 
The White Lily Children 
 
“We are the White Lily children and we live in a space that  is very quiet and filled 
with the angelic feelings of one’s God  self. We are fulfilled by these feelings yet are 
often overwhelmed  due to these feelings being so strong. We would like to be able 
to  express this angelic heart through some form of creation such as music  or art. 
We are teachers for the soul’s heart to be able to allow  new expressions of itself to 
be discovered through new expressions  of the heart. Music and art are the two 
forms that we ask to be offered  to us to allow us to truly share our gifts of the 
angelic heart with  all beings freely. We carry a soft energy that is often 
downtrodden  in the world due to the rush of creating goods and services that are  
based on a harsher frequency than we carry in the world. We often become  self- 
obsessive if we do not find our own creation path with the soft  energy we carry for 
all being’s creative hearts. It is the creative  feminine heart that we are here to open. 
The playful, soft feminine  heart of love that creates just for love and for no other 
reason than  to share the frequency of love through creation, is the heart we are  
here to open. We are often misunderstood by our parents who see us  as being too 
soft for the world, and many of our parents try to harden  us for the big world. We 
ask not to be hardened, but instead to be cushioned with love so our gifts or the 
creative feminine heart can  open within us. The music and art we create when our 
gifts are open,  fill all beings with love.” 
 
The White Lily Children are so considerate to other souls that many  in the world see 
them as too considerate. They hold compassion as their  mastery and see all in life 
through the eyes of compassion. This compassion  is found through their angelic 
heart and when a soul has difficulty  expressing the love from their heart, these 
children are aware of how  to support a soul to open their feminine soft heart 
through creativity.  This empowers all souls to experience love and feel supported to 
be  empowered though their creativity. This form of creativity is not goal  orientated, 
it is orientated only towards the freedom of the expression  of love by a soul. All of 
these children are aware of the love within  other souls and of the most expressive 
avenue for a soul’s love  to be discovered softly in the world. These children are 
guides for  the expression of loving energies that come from the angelic world  of 
light, expressions that open all being’s hearts and release  all fears gently, so the 
soul may express the softest aspect of themselves  creatively in their lives. If these 
children are given softness, they  will open their gifts and offer their greatest gift 
back to all beings,  which is the ability to support all beings to walk softly in the 
world,  creating with love, without affecting any other soul to experience  difficulty. 
 
The Lyran Children 
 
“We are the Lyran Children who come to Earth to be present with  all souls. We are 
here to support all souls to unify with their Divine  Presence, and with the many 
fragments of themselves that they may have  rejected or discarded in other lives, or 
closed down to in this life.  We speak of the fragments of self as the gifts that a soul 
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may have  closed down to in this life or other lives, due to a loss of believing  in 
oneself. We are here to support God’s promise, that all who  ask for grace will 
receive it, and the grace that we bring to all souls  is to assist the unification of all 
fragments of personality, or one’s  soul, that may have been rejected through this, 
or any other life.  We carry this ability through the frequency we carry for all beings.  
It is a frequency that unifies all that has felt separated, hidden  or repressed by a 
being. We are here to lift the repressions of the  past into the light, so all gifts can 
reactivate into the now moment  of life. We bring stardust and happiness to all 
beings who may have  felt that they lost their gifts, and for those that wish to 
retrieve  gifts again in this life. We ask only to be supported to love all beings  
equally, for often when we unify the energies for others, through receiving  these 
energies ourselves, our love vibration sometimes becomes more  focused on these 
beings only, and this creates us to love some beings  more than others in this world. 
With our gifts, we wish to express  unconditional love to all beings, so we ask for 
assistance with this  and ask to be supported to love all beings equally. 
 
The Lyran Children are divine connectors and unifiers. They are so  happy, yet at 
times are affected by unhappy souls. Their learning is  to be happy, regardless of 
whether all others with them are happy.  It is their happiness that unifies all soul 
fragments which are the  memories of souls. Every Lyran child carries the gift of 
happiness  and also the gift to unify all soul fragments or soul memories with  their 
energy. Yet when these children focus only on their own happiness,  they forget to 
unify all through their heart, and they become fragmented  by all the soul fragments 
found in their environments. When these children  consider the happiness of all 
beings as their first focus, they open  their hearts to unify all fragments and receive 
a greater level of  happiness than they could experience individually. When a Lyran 
child  focuses only on their own self, they become too selfless, which causes  them to 
act with selfishness. This is against their own true nature and it is this that creates 
them to feel separate and more fragmented  within themselves. All Lyran Children 
need to be supported to serve  all beings’ happiness and to make decisions based on 
the good  of all beings firstly, rather than on themselves, otherwise they embody  
the fragments of their environments as they are not unifying through  their open 
heart freely. 
 
The Orion Children 
 
“We are the Orion Children and we are often seen as dark or  bad due to all beings’ 
memories of Orion. We carry the power  to affect all beings to powerfully awaken the 
very core of their heart  to flow with the light of God, and due to this, we are at 
times fearful  of our power and reject this power unless those around us are able  to 
recognize our light. We are often see as the bad ones or the naughty  ones, as when 
we reject our true power, we close down our hearts and  we feel empty, alone and 
destructive, rather than one with all and  creative. We carry the divine energy of 
Orion, the light that unites  all to love and invites all which is seen as bad or dark, to 
be recognized  as love and light again by all. We are uniters of the dark and light  
heart within all, and through our heart, others are able to be supported to accept 
and love their own inner darkness or unresolved energies,  just as deeply as they 
love their light or joyful nature. We are sensitive  to rejection and when others reject 
us, a part of our heart closes  down and we become destructive, and without our 
united heart we experience  the separation of all that is held within our 
environments, and play  out these energies, often destructively, until they have 
released from  us.” 
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The Orion Children need to be understood by their parents and teachers  if they are 
to be assisted and honored as divine children. These children  have large hearts and 
if they close their hearts, they may embody the  fears of separation that others hold 
when they repress their fears.  If they are rejected, judged or isolated by their family 
members or  by teachers that they love, they immediately close their hearts down  
and begin to embody the deepest memories of rejection of all beings  in their 
environment. It is this that creates their behavior to often  be very destructive. 
These children are here to remember that even  if they have a powerful light 
frequency, they are pure love and are  here to learn to use it without being 
destructive. To receive this  learning, they need to be embraced with love and non- 
judgment and  clearly educated that they are loved, and that their negative 
behaviors  that often overtake them, are due to a deep resentment of being rejected  
in ancient times, or from the present fears that come from memories  of living 
another life of not being fully loved. Once they overcome these fears, they are able 
to open their gifts to unify all beings’ hearts  and assist souls to not feel afraid of 
embracing and healing the darkest memories or pain in their hearts. 
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